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Abstract

The pseudodifferential calculus on a wedge in the form developed by the first au
thor provides a general fralnework for the analysis 00 manifolds with edges. Its
components are (1) wedge Sobolev spaces; (2) wedge algebra of pseudodifferential
operators; aod (3) the corresponding space of residual operators. Ooe of the draw
backs of the theory so far has been that all constructions are performed in a fixed
set of coordinates. While it could, of course, be conjectured that the actual choice
of coordinates was irrelevant, this has never been shown. The present paper is first
in the series af papers intended ta examine the invariance. We show that there are
diffeomorphisms of a coordinate wedge which don't leave weighted Sobolev spaces
invariant, even if they keep the edge. \Ve also indicate a reasonable dass of diffeo
morphisms of a coordinate wedge under which the weighted Sobolev are invariant.
Consequently, our main result just amounts to saying that these weighted Sobolev
spaces make sense on a manifold with edge-like singularities, provided that its tran
sition diffeomorphisms belong ta the above class.
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Introduction

This work presents a first step in aseries of forthcoming papers in which we are
going to establish the invariance of the calculus of pseudodifferential operators on
manifolds with edges in the form developed by Schulze [15, 16]. It is devoted to
examining the weighted Sobolev spaces on manifolds with edges which enter the
calculus.

Let L be a Banach space with a fixed lR+ action (K'\)'\ER+ on L. Given any s E lR,
the Sobolev space W" (IRq, L) is defined to consists of aH L-valued distributions u on
Rq such that :FY_f/u E Lloc(Rq, L) and

The function 7] 1-+ (7]) entering this definition is a sO-caHed smooth norm func
tion. This means, it is positive, smooth and equal to 17]1 for 1] large enough. The
particular choice of this function does not affect the definition up to an equivalent
norm.

This spaces were introduced by Schulze (see [15] and the references given there)
for constructing algebras of pseudodifferential operators on manifolds with edges.

In order to localize the spaces WJI (IRq , L) to open subsets of lRq we invoke the
standard construction of "loc" and "comp" spaces. Namely, given an open set
U C lRq, we denote by Wtoc(Rq, L) the space of all distributions u E 1Y(U, L) such
that <pu E W"(lRq, L) for any'P E V(U). And by W:omp(U, L) we denote the space of
all L-valued distributions on U of the form <pU, where <p E V(U) and u E WJI(IRq, L).
Since W"(lRq, L) is a module over V(Rq), it foHows that W~omp(U,L) consists of all
u E W·(IRq, L) supported on U.

The spaces W" (IRq, L) are natural generalizations of the usual Sobolev spaces
and possess many common properties. In particular, it is a simple matter to see that
if 8 : UI ~ U2 is a diffeomorphism of open sets in IRq, then the puH-back operator
8* on distributions induces the isomorphisms

ö* : Wtoc(U2 , L) ~ WloAUI , L),
8*: W:omp(U2 ,L) ~ W:omp(UI,L)

(see, for instance, Behm [2, p.57]).
In the wedge theory, however, L is considered to be a weighted Sobolev space

on a stretched cone X O = IR+ xX, where X is either Rn or a compact manifold
of dimension n. Ir it is the case, then W" (IRq, L) is in fact a function space on

3



4 In troduction

the product X O x IRq. (In this way we obtain what we shall call the model wedge

with edge Y = IRq and basic cone X o .) Hence one may ask whether W"{IRq, L) is
still locally invariant under diffeomorphisms of X O x IRq. The answer is negative
in general because the diffeomorphisms of the model wedge "mix" up the variables.
On the other hand, it might be expected that Wa{IRq, L) is locally invariant if we
restriet our attention to the diffeomorphisms of X O x Rq which preserve the edge
IRq.

In this paper we first construct a diffeomorphism 8 of the model wedge such
that 8 preserves the edge lR.q while 8* does not preserve the Sobolev spaces on
X O x Rq. The idea consists of "mixing" up the variables of X and Y, namely
8(t, x, y) = (t, y, x). In spi te of this explici t form of 8, the proof of the non-invariance
of Sobolev spaces is not obvious because the group action occuring in the definition
of Wa{IRq, L) evokes many technical troubles.

On the other hand, there is a reasonable class of diffeomorphisms of the model
wedge consisting of those which preserve the typical differential operators on the
wedge (so-called edge-degenerate operators). Roughly speaking, these diffeomor
phisms are elose to those acting separately in (t, x) and y. More precisely, they are
of the form

(t,x,y) ~ (T(t,X,y),X(t,x,y),v(t,x,y)),

where
T(O, X, y) =0,
v(O, x, y) does not depend on x.

For such diffeomorphisms, we prove the local invariance of Sobolev spaces on
the wedge under changing the variables.

It is worth pointing out that the wedge theory contains the theory of boundary
value problems as a special case corresponding to n = O. Namely, in the case of
boundary value problems the edge is just the boundary, and the model cone IR+ is
the "inner normal" to the boundary. By the above, the Sobolev spaces entering this
special case are locally invariant under all diffeomorphisms of the model cone. So,
these spaces make sense on any manifold with boundary.



Chapter 1

Cone Sobolev Spaces

1.1 Sobolev Spaces on a Coordinate Cone

1.1.1 Model cone

Let X be an open subset of the unit sphere sn in JRl+n. We tacitly assurne that X is
different from the whole sphere sn, and write X = (Xl, •• • ,Xn) for local coordinates
in X.

By a model cone is meant the geometrical cone in JRl+n given by

XL:J.={Ap: A2::0, pEX}.

(Here>" p denotes the >.. multiple of the vector p under the standard vector structure
on R1+n.)

In the sequel, int X6. stands for the set of the interior points of XL:J. in ]Rl+n,
i.e., intXL:J. = {>..p: >.. > 0, pE X}.

The natural volume form on XL:J. is that induced by the Lebesgue measure
dv = dz1 /\ ••• /\ dZn on JRl+n.

1.1.2 Polar coordinates

Given any point Z E XL:J., the pair (t, p), where t = Izl and p = 1=1' can be considered
as polar coordinates of z.

Under the polar coordinates, the cone XL:J. can be identified with the cylinder

o -X = 114 xX.

(One should however have kept in mind that the vertex of the cone is blown up to
the base {O} x X of the cylinder.) This is a loca} description of what we call the
passage to the "stretched object."

5



6 1 Cone Sobolev Spaces

We write int X O for the set of the interior points of X O on R x sn, i.e., int X O =
R+ X X. Then

1r(t,x) = tp(x)

is a diffeomorphism of int X O -. int Xl:l..
For a distribution u in the interior of Xl:l., we denote by 1r*U E V'( int X O ) the

pull-back of u under 1r.

Thus, instead of analyzing functions in Euclidean coordinates of the cone Xl:l.
whose boundary is

{O} U {AP: A > 0, P E aX},

we may analyze those in the polar coordinates of the cylinder X O whose boundary
IS

({O} x X) U (IR+ x aX).

To have inherited the Rielnannian structure on X O under this passage, we need
the following elementary result.

Lemma 1.1.1 We have du = t n dt dx, where dx is the area form on X induced
by the standard area form on the unit sphere.

Proof. Indeed,

dZ l 1\ ... 1\ dZ1+n

( ZI) (zl+n)= d [z[ R /\ ... /\ d [zj~

( ZI ZI) (zl+n zl+n)= ~ d[z[ + [zj d~ 1\ ... /\ ~dlzl+ [z[d~

l+n
= Izlndlzl ~(_l)j-l ;;1 dl:1fi),

where d~Li] is the wedge product of the differentials df;j, ... ,dzl;"( one after another

excepting df1j. Hence our statement folIows.
D

1.1.3 Fuchs-type operators

Given a differential operator A1(z, D) = Llol$m A1o (z)DO of order m with Coo coef
ficients on Xl:l., we are going to write it in the coordinates (t, x).

Lemma 1.1 .. 2 For every j = 1, ... ,1 + n, we have

(1.1.1)

where a~. is a tangential vector fidd on sn with Coo coefficients independent 0/ t.
J



1.1 Sobolev Spaces on a Coordinate Cone 7

Proof. Let p = p(XI, . .. ,xn ) be local coordinates on the sphere sn. Here, p is
a smooth funetion from an open set U in IRn to sn.

We have z = tp(x), whence

8z ( t !!1!.88

r
).

8(t, x) = P

Moreover, it follows from p~ + ... P~+n =1 that pt ~ =0, where pt is the
transpose line to the row vector p. By Cramer's rule, the inverse matrix for 8ft~r) is
of the form

where (~) -1, is the left inverse for ~.
Thus, the chain rule yields

8 8 1
-8 = Pi -8 +- tj(x, Dr ),

zi t t
j = 1, ... ,1 +n,

tj(X, Dx ) being a first order differential operator on U whose coefficients are inde
pendent of t.

The pfoof above gives more, namely tj is actually independent of which Ioeal
coordinates on sn we ehoose to define it. Hence the len1ma follows.

o
Lemma 1.1.2 shows that the differential operator Al(z, D) transforms into an

operator of the fOrIn .

on the cylinder Xo. (This operator 7r~ AI is ealled the puH-back of M under 7r.)
The eoefficients Mcxo,o eau be computed frOln (1.1.1) and M cx . Notice that they are
smooth up to t = 0, provided that A10 are.

Lemma 1.1.3 For every non-negative integer N, there are (unique) constants
cNi and c'fvj such that

Proof. Use induction on N and the obvious equality

o



8

Using this lemma we mayaiso write

1 Gone Sobolev Spaces

the coefficients Moo •o having been slightly modified.

Definition 1.1.4 By Fuchs-type operators on X O are meant differential op
erators 0/ the form t~ Ej=o Mi(t) (-t8t )i wilh operator-valued coefficients Mi E

C,~(IR+, Diffm-i(X)).

(Here Diffm-i (X) is the Fnkhet space of all differential operators of order m-j
on X.)

As above, the analysis of differential operators in polar coordinates leads to
Fuchs-type operators.

1.1.4 Transformation 0/ Sobolev spaces

In a similar way we may look at the function spaces. On the whole, we are interested
in Sobolev spaces H~(Xl::.) on the cone Xl::..

We assurne that X lies in a coordinate patch on sn with local coordinates
p = p(x). We begin with an example.

Example 1.1.5 Let n = 1. Use the standard polar coordinates

{ pd cP) = cos cjJ, (4) E [0, 27r ) )

P2(cP) = sin 4>

on the unit circle. Then

{

8 8 I 8a;;- = PI 8t - ;- P'l 8rp'
8 8 1 a

8z'J = P2 ar + ;- P18.p
{

ra - z 8 +z 8
while ~r = 1881 2 88'J'

8tjJ - - Z2 8z1 + Zlaz'J·

Given auy u E H'l(Xl::.), we denote by ü(r, cP) = u(rp(,p)) the corresponding pul/-back
function on the cylinder X o . An easy calculation shows that

lIull~'J(x6) := 16 (E IDO uI2) dv
x 101$2

= Lo (lül2

+:2 (I (r D r ) Ü12+ ID~Ü12)

+:. (I(rDr )2ü_ (rDr )ü12+21{rDT)D~ü- D~ü12 + ID~ü+{rDT)üI2)) rdrdifJ
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while

llüll~(xo) := Lc ( L r2("~+") I(rDr to D;üI2 ) rdrd<f>
0'0+0' :52

= JX 6 (lu1 2

+ (1::1\ I::D
(I

ß'Ju Zl ßu Z'J ßu I'J 21 ß'Ju Z'J ßu Zl 8u I'J
+ ßz~ + lzl'J 8z l - Izl2 8z'J + 8zl8z'J + Izl'J 8z1 + IzI2 ßz'J

+ I::~ - l:j2 :: + l:j2 ::J))dv.

Hence it follows that for any E: > 0 there are positive constants Cl and C2 depending
on e., such that

Cl lIülh"l2(xo) :::; ll uIlH2(x 6 ) :::; C'J JliLllw(xc)
whenever u E H'J(Xl::.) has its support away from B(O, e.) n Xl::., where B(O, e) is the
ball of center 0 and radius e. in IR2

•

o
(Given two norms 1I·lh and 11·lb on a vector space L, we say that these norms

are equivalent (written 1I ·111 "'J 11·112), if thc ratio~ is bounded uniformly in u E L
both from below and above by positive constants .)

We conclude therefore that the Bann 111r*uJl'H2 (X O ) sharply catches the behavior
of Sobolev functions u E H2(X l::.) away from any neighborhood of the vertex t = O.
It is clear that this exanlple is of general character.

Definition 1.1.6 Given any s E Z+, denote by rl'S(XO
) the set of all distribu

tions u in the interior of X O whose derivatives up to the order s are locally integrable
with respect to the measure tn dtdx and satisfy

lIull~~(xc) := Lo ( L t 2(":+I"1l I(tD,)'" D~UI2) tndtdx < 00.

ao+la l:5.!1

For integer s < 0, we define the space re(XO ) by duality as 1i·(XO )

1i~~p(Xo)' where the subscript "comp" refers ta functions of campact support in
the cylinder. Further, for fractional s, the space 1i.!l(XO ) is defined by (complex)
interpolation.

Lemma 1.1.7 Let s E IR. To any E: > 0, there correspond positive constants Cl

and C'J depending on e., such that

Cl 117r·ull'H~(XO) :::; lI u IlH"(x 6 ) :::; C'J Jl7r·ull'H~(xo)

whenever U E H.!I(XL::.) salisfies sUPP u C XL::. \ B(O, c).
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=

Proof. For non-negative integer s, the pfaof is similar to that given in Example
1.1.5. All of we need in addition is Lemma 1.1.2.

If we proof the statement for negative integers s, the lemma follows by interpo
lation properties.

Let! E HIJ(X6.) vanish for t < c. Pick a function X E C;:(R) with X(t) = 0

for t < ~c and X(t) = 1 for t > ~c. Then ! = x(lzl)! in Xb..
Given any function u E H;~p(X~), the product x(lzl)u is supported away from

tbe ball B(O,~) in X~. From what has already been proved, it follows that there
are constants Cl, C2 > 0 independent of u, such that

By definition,

1(/, u)1
sup

uEII;;'~p(X6) lI u ll H-"(X 6)

1(/, x(lzl)u)1
sup .

uEH~p(X6) 11 U IIH-"(X6)

Since lIx(lzl)uIIH-"(X6) ~ c' lIullll-"(X6) with some constant d depending only on x,
we conclude that

< I 1(!,x(lzl)u)1
c sup

uEH;;'~p(X6) Ilx(lzl)uIIH-"(X6)

<
C' 1(7r*!,X1r*u)1

sup
Cl uE1t~o'mp(X6) IIx 7r*ull1t-,,(XO)

< c' 117r*fll1t,,(XO),
Cl

1r*f being the pull-back of f in int X O under the polar coordinates.
Interchanging H~(Xb.) and re(XO ), we can see in the same manner that

where c" depends only on x. This is the desired conelusion.
o

1.1.5 Mellin trans/arm

We leave it to the reader to verify to what extent the norm 1I"..*ull1t,(xo) controls
the behavior of Sobolev funetians u E H·(Xb.) near the vertex t = o. Dur next goal
is to present a general teehnique for testing the behavior of funetions on X O elose
to t = o.

On the real axis lR, the loeal regularity of a function u( t) near t = 0 ean be
characterized by the order of growth of the Fourier transfonnation of wu at infinity,
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where w(t) is a cut-off function near zero. However, the Fourier transform is no
longer applicable if u is given on the half-axis lR.+ only.

Nevertheless, we could pass to the new coordinate t = e-r to obtain a function
u(e-r ) that is already defined on the whole line lR.. Dur task consists then of testing
the regularity of u(e-r

) at infinity r = +00. To this end, we may again invoke the
Fourier transform :Frt-+P on lR..

The change of variables e-r
1-+ t implies

In this way we obtain what is known as the A1ellin trans/onn. Namely,

z E C,

where we first assume u E C:mp(IR+). Obviously, Mu is an entire function in the
complex plane.

Fortunately, the Mellin transforrn is related to Fuchs-type operators in the same
manner as the Fourier transform is to the usual differentiation operator.

Lemma 1.1.8 For any u E C~mp(IR+), it follows that

M (-t8t )u = z Mu.

Proof. Indeed, integrating by parts yields

= !,X> e (-t8d u dt
io t

= - t'u I~ +100

(/),t%) u dt

= z Mtt-+z(u),

as desired.
o

The second basic property is that multiplication of u by the weight function fY
is interpreted under the r..1ellin transform as the displacement of the reference line
by,.

Lemma 1.1.9 For any 'I E IR, we have

pE R.
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Proof. Indeed,

• 00 dt
M(t'"fu) (z) = { e (t'"ru) - = M(u) (z +,),Ja t

as desired.
o

Given a , E IR, set r'"f = {z E C: Re z = ,} and consider the "weighted Mellin
transform" M'"fu = Mu Ir~_..,.

Lemma 1.1.10 For any , E lR, the M'"f extends by continuity to a unitary
isomorphism

M'"f: L 2(R+, t- 2'"fdt) -=. L2(f t_-;)·
Note that by the unitary property of M'"f is meant that

(M'"fu, M-;v)L2(r~_..,) = 21r (u, V)L2(1.+,t-2"'dt)

for all u, v E L2 (lR+, t- 2'"fdt).
Proof. FroIll u E C~mp(IR.+) it follows that

(1.1.2)

for all 11 E Z+. Hence (1.1.2) is an easy consequence of the relation between M and
the Fourier transform on lR+ via the substitution t ~ e- r

, and of Parseval's formula.
o

The following is actually an equivalent formulation of the Fourier inversion
formula.

Lemma 1.1.11 The inverse 0/ {1.1.2} is given by the forrnula

M~lj(t) = ~ r rZj(z)dz.
21r -1 Jr~_..,

Proof. Indeed, given any u E L2 (R+, t- 2'"fdt) , we have

= {OO t(t--;)+v'=TP u(t) dt
Ja t

= :F
rt

_
p

(e-(t--;)ru(e- r)) ,

whence by Fourier's inversion fornlula

M~l (M-;u) (t)

1 100
- t-( t--;) Ff(-ln t)p T (-( t--;)r ( -r)) d- r-T e .rr...... p e u e p

21ry -1 -00

= u.
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This proves the lemma.

13

o
Lemmas 1.1.8 and 1.1.10 imply that M (-tat) = zM, defined, for instance, on

a11 U E L2(lR+) with tatu E L2 (IR+). This leads to the notion of Mellin pseudodiffer
ential operators

(see Schulze [15, 16]).

1.1.6 Sobolev spaces based on the Mellin trans/orm

We want to define function spaces on X O based on the Me11in transform along lR+
and the Fourier transform locally along X.

Definition 1.1.12 Let s E Z+ and 1 E IR. Denote by 1i""'Y(XO ) the set 0/ all
distributions u on int X O whose derivatives up to order s are locally integrable with
respect to the measure tndtdx and satisfy

Ilull~"o(xO) := Lo t~o ( E l(tDt)OO D~UI2) tndtdx < 00.

00+10'1$'"

For integer s < 0, we define the space 1i'Sty(XO ) by duality as 1i"'''Y(XO ) =
1-l;~-;"Y(Xo)' where the subscript "comp" refers to functions of compact support in
the cylinder. Further, for fractional s, the space 1-l"'''Y(XO

) is defined by (complex)
interpolation.

Lemma 1.1.13 Por any u E 1t"''Y(XO ) whose support projects onto a compact
subsel 0/ X, we have

lIull~.,"(xD) = ~ f f (1 + IZJ2 + Ic12)" IMt_%.rr~{UI2 dzdc
v-I JrUB- . Jan---,---"

up to a /actor in the range [~ (21r)J+n, (21r)i+n ] •

Proof. A familiar argument shows that it is sufficient to prove the statement
for integer s ;::: 0 only.

Ir s E Z+, we transform the nünn 11 . II~.''Y(XD) by using the Mellin transform.
Namely, Lemmas 1.1.10 and 1.1.8 itnply

=

=
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Thus, applying Parseval'g formula yields

1 Cone Sobolev Spaces

Since

~ (1 + Izl2+ 1~12)" ~ E Izoo~ol2 ~ (1 + Izl2 + 1~12y,
s. oo+lol::;~

we conelude that

This is precisely the assertion of the lemma.
o

The analysis on the cone employs the ~1ellin transform and weights only near the
vertex that corresponds to a neighborhood of t = O. The weight factor t-2

"Y in
Definition 1.1.12 affects the space also for t ~ 00. It will be advantageous to
introduce another variant of spaces on X O that refers to the !\1ellin transform and
to weight factors only near t = O.

The idea is to multiply 1-{~''')'(XO) by a cut-off function wand then to add
(1 - w) 1{~(XO).

Here, by a cut-off function is meant any w E COO(R+) with w(t) = 1 elose to
t = 0 and w(t) = 0 away from a neighborhood of t = O.

Lemma 1.1.14 Let w E C:mp(IR+). Then the multiplieation operator u 1--+ WU

is a continuous mapping of 'H~''')'(XO) --+ 'H"''')'(XO).

Proof. The proof is straightforward.
o

If w is a cut-off function, then the difference X = 1 - w belongs to COO(IR+),
vanishes near t = 0 and is equal to 1 away from a neighborhood of t = O. In this
way we obtain what will be referred to as the excision funetion.

Lemma 1.1.15 Let X E COO(IR+) vanish near t = 0, and let the derivatives of
X be bounded at infinity. Then the multiplieation operator u 1--+ X u is a continuous
mapping of'H,"(XO) --+ 1-{~(XO).
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Prüof. The praof is straightforward.

15

o
Having disposed of this prelirninary step, we can now define our main Sobolev

space K""Y(XO ).

Definition 1.1.16 Por s,; E IR. and W E C~mp(R+) a cut-off Junetion, let

We topologize Kan'(xO ) by the norm

IluIlK"''"f(xD) = inf (llwutJhf"''"f(xD) + 11(1 - W)U211'H"(XD») .
u=wUl +(t-w)U'2

Lemma 1.1.17 The space K"'''Y(XO ) is independent 0/ the partieu/ar choice 0/
the cut-off Junction W up to an equiva/ent nonn.

Prüof. By the above, it is sufficient to prove the statement for integer 8 ;::: 0
only.

To this end, let Wt and W2 be two cut-off functions. Let Wi(t) = 1 for t ~ Gi and
Wi(t) = 0 for t 2 Ai, with 0 < ai < Ai < 00.

We assurne that u = WUt + (1 - w)u~ for some functions Ut E 'H",I'(XD ) and
U2 E re(XO ). Fix a cut-off function W which is equal to 1 in a neighborhood of
[0, A~], and an excision function X which is equal to 1 in a neighborhaod of [a~, 00).
Then

U = W~U+ (1 - W2) u

= W2(WU) + (1 - W2)(XU).

We have

Ilwull'H"''"f(XD) ::; IIw Wt utll'H"''"f(XD) + llw (1 - Wt )U21l'H"''"f(XD).

By Lemma 1.1.14,

IIW Wt utll'H"''"f(XD) < c; I1 WtUtll'H"''"f(xO),

Ilw (1 - wdu~lhi"''"f(xO) < c; 11(1 - wdu 211'H"(xD),

where c; depends only on w, while ~ depends on wand at (hut not on u).
On the other hand,

and Lemma 1.1.15 shows that

IIx wtUIII'H.. (XD) < c~ IIWtUtll1i"''"f(xO),

Ilx (1 - wdu 211'H 8 (Xo) < c~ 11(1 - Wl )u211'H"(xD),
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where d{ depends on X and Al, while Ci depends only on x.
We have thus proved that wu E 'H"')'(XO ) and Xu E 'H"(XO ). Moreover, we get

inf (1Iw2vllbt.,-Y(xO) + 11(1 - w2)v211'H'(Xo»)
U="-'2Vl +(I-l.oJ2)tJ:2

~ lIw2(wu)II'H"'1(xO) + 11(1 - w2)(xu )II'H'(xo)

~ const(w2) ((c~ + c~) Il w l udl'H"'1(xO) + (c; + C;) 11(1 - w2)u211'H'(Xo») ,

the constant c being independent on u.
Interchanging WI and W2 we obtain areverse estimate, and the proof is complete.

o
It is worth pointing out that the topology of K:"'")'(X O ) is again generated by

the Hilbert inner product

1.1.8 Weight shift operators

By a weight shift operator of order pER, is meant any positive function on R+ of
the form sp(t) = tPw(t) + X(t), where w is a cut-off function, and X is an excision
function.

In this subsection we show that the weight shift operators form an algebra, i.e.,
they are kept under multiplication and division.

Lemma 1.1.18 I/ Spi is a weight shi/t operatol' 0/ order Pi (i = 1,2), then SPI sP2
is a weight shi/t operator 0/ order PI +P2.

Proof. For i = 1,2, let Spi = tPiwi + Xi. Then SPI SP2 = t P1 +P2 w + X, where

W = WIW2,

X = tP1WI X2 + tP2W2XI + XIX2·

It is evident that w is a cut-off function, and X is an excision function. This
completes the proof.

o

Lemma 1.1.19 If sp is a weight shift operator 0/ order p E IR, then l is a
6 p

weight shift operator 0/ order -po

Prüof. By definition, there are G, A > 0 with a < A, such that sp(t) = tP for
t E [0, a], and sp(t) = 1 for t E [A, 00). Pick a cut-off function w with a support on
[0, A), such that w(t) = 1 for t ~ a. Let X be defined by

~() = t-Pw(t) + X(t), t E lR+.
Sp t
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"vVe check at once that X is infinitely differentiable on IR+, vanishes on the
interval (0, a], and is equal to 1 on the interval [A, 00). In other words, X is an
excision function. This completes the proof.

o

1.1.9 Properties 0/1(8 11 (XD)

Here are some elementary properties of the space K"''''Y(X O
). They go back to the

books of Schulze [15, 16].

Proposition 1.1.20 Let s, I E IR. For any c: > 0, there are positive constants
Cl and C2 depending on c, such that

whenever u E rl"(XO) is supported away from, [0, e) x X.

Praof. Pick a cut-off function w with a support on [0, c). Then

u = wu + (1 - w)u = (1 - w)u on X O
.

To complete the proof, it suffices to use Lenlma 1.1.17.

Our next result justifies the term "weight shift operato? to some degree.
o

Proposition 1.1.21 Let Sp be a weight shift operator 0/ order pER. Given any
s, 1 E R, the operator sp acls continuously in the following rnapping:

(1.1.3)

Proof. By interpolation and duality argulnents, we need only consider the case
when s E Z+. For such o9's, however, the proof of the continuity of the mapping
(1.1.3) is straightforward by Lemtna 1.1.17. The only point remaining concerns the
invertibility of this mapping, which is a consequence of Lemma 1.1.19 and what has
already been proved.

o
The following result shows that the nornl I1 . 1I'H1,-r(XO) controls the behavior of

functions u E K"'')'(XO) near t = 0 only to a lilnited extent.

Proposition 1.1.22 For any u E K"'')'(X O
) whose support projects onto a corn·

pact subset of X, there is a sequence {u..,} in C~mp(int XO) such that

ao9 JJ -+ 00.
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Praaf. Pick a cut-off function w which is equal to 1 on the interval [0, 1). W~ite
u = u' + u", where u' = wu and u" = (1 - w)u.

We first approximate the function u" in JC:l,,(XO ) by elements of C~p(intX O ).

Since u" is supported on the set [1,00) x [(, where !( is a compact subset of X, we can
invoke the fact that Coo functions of compact support are dense in the usual Sobolev
space H$(JRl+n). Using Lemma 1.1.7 we find a sequence {u~} in C:mp(int XO) such
that each u: vanishes for t ~ ! and Jlu" - u:ll1t l (xo)~ 0 as 11 ---+ 00. Proposition
1.1.20 now shows that {u:} converges to u" in the norm of K:"''"1(XO ), as desired.

It is a more delicate problem to approximate the function u' in the norm of
K$·'(XO ) by coo functions of compact support. Proposition 1.1.21 enables us to
assume without loss of generality that 1 = O.

By Lenlilla 1.1.13,

with the symbol""" denoting here the equiyalence of nonTIs. Hence it follows that

As C~mp(Rl+n) is dense in H"(JRl+n), there is a sequence {vv} in C:mp(lR x X)
converging to e-LP-r u'(e- r

, x) in H"(JR~ x lR.;). We invoke equality (1.1.4) again to
see that the sequence

, -.tr ( )ull(t, x) = t Vv -ln t, x , v = 1,2, ... ,

converges to u' in the norm of 'H",O(XO) as 11 ---+ 00.
As t ~ -ln t is a proper mapping of lR+ ~ R, it follows that u~ E C~p(int XO)

for all 11. This completes the proof.
o

1.2 Invariance under Automorphisms of the Cone

What we want to treat in this section is whether the cone Sobolev spaces K$,'"1(XO )

are invariant under automorphisms of X 6 , which preserve the vertex. To this end,
we first look carefully at the properties of such automorphisms.

1.2.1 Properties 0/ th.e automorphisms 0/ the cone

Let Xl::J. and y6 be two model cones in JRl+n, with X aud Y open subsets of the
unite sphere.

Hy a diffeomorphism of these cones is meant auy difTeomorphism w = 6(z) of a
neighborhood of X 6 to a neighborhood of yl::J. in R1+n, such that 6(Xl::J.) = y6.
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Ir w = 8(z) is a diffeomorphislll of Xl::.. -+ yL\ then 8 acts smoothly near the
vertex of X6.. Moreover, a fanliliar topological argument shows that 8 maps the
vertex of Xl::J. to that of y6., Le., 8(0) = O.

Composing 8 with polar coordinates z = t p(x) in X6. and W = T q(X) in y6.,
we obtain a diffeomorphisll1

{
T = T(t,X),
X = X(t,x),

of int X O -+ int y o , where

T(t,X) =
q(X(t, x)) =

Since the polar coordinates are "singular" at the origin, it may happen (?)
that this diffeomorphism (denoted by J) does not extend to a diffeomorphism of
neigbborhoods of the stretched cones on lR. x sn. However, it is dear from the
constructioll that 8preserves the base of the cylinder, i.e., T( 0, x) = 0 for a11 p(x) E
X.

By a dilJeomorphism of the stretched cones, we sha11 now mean any diffeomor
ehism 8of a neighborhood of X O to a neighborhood of yO in lR. x Sn, such that
8(XO) = yO.

Fix a diffeomorphism 8 = (T, x) of XO -+ yO. By definition, 8 acts smoothly
in a neighborhood of the base of X O • l\10reover, it is dear by topological reasons
that 8maps the base of X O to the base of yO.

Lemma 1.2.1 Given any R > °and compact set [( C X, there exists a constant
c > 0 such that

1
c ~ jJ(t,x)] ~ -

c
/or all (t,p(x)) E [0, R] x K,

where J = det ~\;:;? is the Jacobian 0/8.

Prüof. By condition, ~t;:~ extends continuously to a non-singular matrix in a
neighborhood of the compact set [0, R] x [( on IR x sn. Hence the lemma fo11ows
by a familiar argument.

D
We now invoke the condition ";(0, x) = °for all p(x) E X" in deriving the

fo11owing main property of 8.

Lemma 1.2.2 Assume that [( is a c07npact subset 0/ X. There are an R > °
and a Coo /unction F with bounded derivatives on [0, R] x [( such that

T( t, x) = t eF(t,r) /orall (t,p(x))E[O,R]x[(.
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Proof. Indeed, 7(0, x) = 0 implies

r(t,x) = l :o(r(ot,x)) dO

[IßT
= t Jo [jt(Ot,x)dO.

We are going to set

[I ßT
F(t,x) = In Jo 8i(Ot,x)dO.

1 Cone Sobolev Spaces

(1.2.1)

for all (t,p(x)) E [0, R] x !(.

The only point remaining concerns the behavior of the derivative ~; for t > 0 small
enough. The task is to show that this derivative is bounded from below by a positive
constant.

As the Jacobian matrix

ß(T,X)=(t E)
ß(t,x) 8t 83:

is non-singular in a neighborhood of X O on IR x sn and ~: (0, x) =0, we deduce
that ~; =fi °for all p(x) in a neighborhood of !( on sn. Even ~: (0, x) > 0, since the
R+-direction is preserved. Hence it follows by the compactness of !( that there are
positive constants Rand e such that

ßT 1
e < -(t x) < -- Bt ' - e

Thus, the function F given by (1.2.1) possesses all the desired properties, and
the proof is coruplete.

o

1.2.2 The invariance

Every function u E JC","(yO) defines a continuous linear functional on C:mp ( int Va),
and so 1.5 a distribution in the interior of yD. For tl.:is reason,$iven any di1!eomor
phism ö: X D -+ yD, we may define the pul/-back ö·u = u 0 Ö of u under Ö in the
usual way. The S·u is a distribution on int XO, and the question arises whether it
still belongs to JC$,'Y(XD ).

The following simple result seems to be first proved in Schrohe [14].

Theorem 1.2.3 Let S be a diffeo111orphism 0/ X D -+ yD. Then S·u E K"'")'(XD )

for any u E K"''''Y(YO) vanishing away from a compaet subset 0/ y D .

Prüüf. In view of interpolation and duality we mayassume that s E Z+.
Given a function u E KS'")'(YO) of compact support, we pick a compact set

!< C X such that l-l(SUppU) C R+ X I(. Hence it follows that the pull-back S·u of
u is compactly supported in R+ x IC
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Let '8 = (T,X), and let R> 0 be the nUITIber of Lemma 1.2.2. There is an A > 0
such that from (t,e(x)) E R+ X !( and T(t,p(X)) E [0, A] it follows that t E [0, R].

Indeed, since 8 is continuous on X O , t here is an A' > 0 such that T ( t, p(x)) E
[0,A1 for all (t,p(x)) E [0, R] X !(. As 8-1 is also continuous, we deduce that there
is an R' 2: R such that from (t,p(x)) E IR+ x!( and T(t,p(X)) E [O,A'] it follows
that t E [0, R']. Denote by A" the infimum of the function T(t,p(X)) on [R, R'] x K.
Clearly, A" > 0, since otherwise we had T(t,p(X)) = 0 for sOlne t =I 0 and p(x) E K.
If A" > A', we take A = A'j otherwise we let A be any positive numher less than
A". Now it is a simple matter to see that Apossesses the desired property.

Pick a cut-off function w which is equal to 1 for T ~ a and to °for T 2:: A, where
o< a < A. Write u = Ul +U2 with Ul = wu and U2 = (1 - w)u.

The function U2 E 1i"'(YO ) is supported away from [0, a) x Y. Since the invari
anee of the usual Soholev spaces is well-known, it follows from Lemma 1.1.7 that
8*U2 E 1i"(XO ), provided that either u vanishes outside of a compact subset of yO

or 8 behaves weH at the infinity of X O • lf it is the case, then Lemma 1.1.17 shows
that in faet 8*U2 E X:>"Y(XO) because ;S*U2 vanishes for t > 0 small enough.

It remains to prove that ;5*Ul E K"'Y(XO). For this purpose, we shaH write u
instead of Ul and assume that u is supported on [0, A] x Y.

The change of variables (t, x) = ;5-1 (T, X) enables us to write
.... 2lIu 0 811 1i8,'Y(x O)

= f""_
l

0 ~'Y ( E l(tDdOOD~ (u 0 8)1
2

) tndtdx
J(c ).Y t 00+101:5"

= i -k (8- 1r (IJI-1
e(2'Y-

n lF E !(tDt)OO D~ (u 0 8)1 2
) TndTdX,

[O.A)xY T 00+101:5"

the last equality heing a consequence of LelTIlna 1.2.2.
On the other hand, applying the chain rule and Lemma 1.2.2 yields

8 ....
t 8t (u 0 8)

8 ....
8Xi (u 0 8)

for i = 1, ... , n. Therefore,

(tDdOOD~ (uob) = E cß::ß(t,x) ((TD,.)ßoD~u) ob,
ßo+IßI:5oo+lol

the coeffieients cß::ßheing bounded on [0, R] x [(.
Summarizing we see that

c i -k ( E ](r D,. )ßoD~Ur) rndrdx
[O.A}xY T ßo+IßI:5"

- c IluIJ~~''Y(yol'
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where the constant c can be estimated via the sup-norms of IJI-1 and the derivatives
of hup to order 8 + 1 on [0, R] x [(.

We have thus proved that h·u E 1{$,,(XO ). Since this function is supported on
[0, R] x [(, Lemma 1.1.17 gives h·u E K>"'(XO ). This is the desired conclusion.

o

1.3 Sobolev Spaces on a Manifold with Conical
Singularities

Now let us pass to the weighted Sobolev spaces on arbitrary manifolds with conical
singularities.

1.3.1 The topological cone over aspace

Given a topological space T and a closed subset E of T, we denote by f the quotient
space of T over the equivalence relation corresponding to the decomposition of T
ioto the set E and the singletons formed from the points of the complement T \ E.

Example 1.3.1 Let X be any topological space. Consider the topological prod
uct T = [0,1) x X and the closed subset E = {O} x X. The quotient space

C(X)= [0,1) xX
t {O} X X

is known as the topological cone over the space X.
o

1.3.2 Manifolds with conical singularities

An (1 +n )-dimensional manifold is a topological (second countable) Hausdorff space
Al such that each point p E AI has a neighborhood which is diffeomorphic to JRl+n.

Definition 1.3.2 Ry a manifold with conical singularities of dimension 1 + n,
we mean a topological (second countable) Hausdorff space ]( with a finite subset
V C ]( ("singularities") such that

• K \ V is an (1 + n)-dimensional manifold;

• for each point v E V there exist a neighborhood N of v in !(, a compaet
manilold X 01 dimension n and a homeonwrphisl1l x : N ~ 1or:: such that

x(v) = f~~ ~~ and the reslriclion x : N\ {v} ~ (0, 1) x X is a diffeomorphism.
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We may always think of X embedded to the unit sphere SN for N large enough,
even for N = n if we consider local elnbeddings. Ir it is the ease, the quotient [{~y::

is identified with the model eone {..\p: ..\ E [0,1), pE X} in the obvious way.
Dur next goal is to determine a "cone structure" on !( elose to each point v E V.
Given any two diffeonlorphisms

rPl : N' \ {v) -+ (0, 1) x X,
tP'1 : N \ {v} -+ (0, 1) xX,

the composition 4>'1 0 4>~1 is a diffeomorphism of (0,1) x X -+ (0,1) x X. We say
that 4>1 and 4>2 are equivalent if 4>2 0 4>~1 is the restriction of same diffeomorphism
(-1,1) x X -+ (-1,1) xX.

The equivalence elass of sueh diffeomorphisnls is regarded as apart of the struc
ture of !( \ V in a neighborhood of v. It is kept fixed and determines the "cone
strueture" on !( elose to v E V via the loeal lR+ action on (t, x) E (0,1) xX, i.e.,
A(t, x) = (..\ t, x) for all ..\ E R+ with ..\ t E (0,1).

Example 1.3.3 If X is a sublnanifold of SN of dimension n ~ N, then the
geometrie cone X~ = {..\ p: A ~ 0, P E X} is a manifold with conical singularity
v = 0.

o

1.3.3 Stretched manifolds

The analysis on a manifold with conical singularity has always referred to the cor
responding "stretched manifold.»

Proposition 1.3.4 For any manifold [( wilh conical singularilies V lhere is a
smooth manifold wilh boundary IK such thai

1) !( \ V is diffeomorphic to K \ DlK; and
2) there is a neighborhoodN ofV in!( and a collar neighborhood N ~ 8OCx[0, 1)

018K in lK such that N \ V is dilJe01norphic to 8IK x (0,1).

Proof. We eonstruct IK by replacing, for every singularity v, the neighborhood
N in Definition 1.3.2 by (0, 1) x X via gluing with any one of the diffeomorphisms
,p. We even get 8K = UvEv Xv, the subscript v pointing to the dependenee of X on
v.

o
This manifold lK is called the "slt,etched objeet" associated wi th K. It is worth

pointing out that the idea of invoking stretched objects is of general character for
the analysis on manifolds with singularities.
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1.3.4 Definition 0/ Sobolev spaces

Assume that K is a compact manifold with conical singularities of dimension 1 + n,
and K is the corresponding "stretched object."

The definition of weighted Sobolev spaces (or Mellin-Sobolev spaces) K:··"Y(K)
is based, a.s usually, on the standard localization procedure.

By the definition of IK, each interior point of lK has a neighborhood which is
diffeomorphic to 1R1+n

• And every point of 80C possesses a neighborhood which is
diffeomorphic to IR+ X Rn.

Since K is compact, there exists a finite covering {Nv } of K by open subsets
each of them lies in a coordinate patch on lK. It follows that, for Nil n BK = 0,
we have a diffeomorphism f/lll : Nil ~ R,1+n. Ir Nil n 80C =/; 0, then we have a
diffeomorphism <Pli : Nil ~ lR+ X IRn.

Let {CPII} be a Coo partition of unity on lK subordinated to the covering {Nil}'
As expected, given auy s, '/ E IR, the space K"'''Y(K.) is defined to consist of all

distributions u in the interior of IK such that, for every lJ, the product (CPIIU) 04>;1
belongs to either H"(JR 1+n), if Nil n 80C = 0, or 1{,,·""Y(IR+ X IRn), if Nil n BK =1= 0.

Proposition 1.3.5 As defined ahove, the space K:"·""Y(IK) is independent 0/ the
partieu/ar choice 0/ the eovering {Nil}' diffeomorphisms {~II}' and the partition 0/
unity {CPII}'

Proof. Let
T' = {N;, <p~, cp~},
T" = {N" ,./,." {I)"}

11' 'Pli' 7"'11

be two tripies as above.
We introduce the temporary notation K:",'Y(K, T') or K:"'""Y(K, T") for the space

X:··"Y(IK) corresponding to either tripie. \Ve shaH have established the proposition if
we prove the following: if u E K:"'""Y(IK, T'), then u E K:","Y(K, T").

To this end, pick auE K:"·""Y(IK, T'). Given any number v, write

('P~u) 0 (,p~rl = ('P~ (~ 'P~)u) 0 (,p~rl

= E (~~ 0 (~~)-1). ((ep~c.p~) u) 0 (<p~) -1 .
/.l

The task is now to show that every sumlnand on the fight-hand side here is in
H·(R.1+n), if N~' n 80C = 0, or in 1{"'""Y(lR+ X Rn), if N~' n BK i= 0. We give the proof
only for the latter case, Le., when N~'n 80C =/; 0. Similar considerations apply to the
first case, and will only refer to the invariance of the usual Sobolev spaces.

We can certainly assurne that N; n N~' =1= 0, since otherwise cP~r.p~ =0 and so
the corresponding (zero!) sUlnmand is obviously in 1{"·"Y(IR+ X Rn).

Suppose that N; n 8lK = 0. By condition, ((c.p~r.p~) u) 0 (tP~) -1 belongs to

H:omp (IR1+n
). As ~~ 0 (~~)-1 is a diffeomorphism of

(IR+ X Rn) n f/l~ (N~ n N~') ~ IR1+n,
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it follows that the pull-back of ((I.p~<.p~) u) 0(4)~) -1 under this diffeomorphism be

longs to H~p(lR+ x Rn). Applying Lemmas 1.1.7 and 1.1.17 we can assert that

as desired.
It remains to consider the case when N~ n 8lK =f:. 0. By condition, the function

((I.p~I.p~) u) 0 (4)~)-1 belongs to 1-l","'Y(IR+ X }Rn). 11oreover, it vanishes away from a

compact subset of lR+ x IRn. Since tP~ 0 (<p~) -I is a di ffeomorphism of

(nr X Rn) n ),,11 (N' n Nil) -+ nr X Rn+ 'f'v J.l v + ,

it follows from Theorem 1.2.3 that the pull-back of ((<.p~cp~) u) 0 (4)~) -1 under this

diffeomorphism belongs to 1-ls,"'Y(IR+ X Rn). This completes the proof.
o

Another way of stating Proposition 1.3.5 is to say that these weighted Sobolev
spaces make sense on a Inanifold with conical singularities.

The space K","'Y(lK), when endowed with the nonn

lI u ILc·,-r(K)
. 1

= ( E 11(<.pvu)o4J~lll~.,-r(i+xltn)+ E II(CPvU)OeP~III~.(R1+n»)2,
v: Nlln8K;le v: Jllln8K=0

is a Banach space and even a Bilbert space.
Moreover, analysis similar to that in the proof of Proposition 1.3.5 shows that

the norm 11 • ILc.,-r(K) is independent, up to an equivalent norm, of the particular
choice of the covering {Nv}, difTeOlllorphislllS {<Pv}, and the partition of unity {<.pv}.

1.3.5 Order reduction

In order to give aglobai description of the nonn in Ks'"')'(IK), we shall need .c~i(X; A),
for A = ]Rl with I E Z+, which is the space of all A-dependent classical pseudodiffer
ential operators on a compact manifold X.

A family Al(..\) of operators in .cm(X) is called dependent on the parameter..\ E

A if its symbol depends on (x,~, A), where ..\ is treated as an additional covariable.
We write Al(..\) E .cm(X; A). The faillily Al(..\) is said to be classical, and we write
M(..\) E .cd(Xj A), if its symbol is classical in (~, ..\).

Generally speaking, a parameter-dependent theory of operators gives more in
formation about the corresponding theory of operators not depending on a param
eter. For example, it is an important tool in spectral theory.

The principal symbol of M(..\) E .cd (X; A) is defined to be the component of its
symbol which is homogeneous in (~,..\) of order 1n (written (Tm(M)).
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An operator M (.-\) E .cd(X jA) is called parameter-dependent elliptic if

am(M)(x,~,.-\) i- 0 on (T·(X) x A) \ {O}.

Ir it is the ca.se, then there exists a IT(.-\) E .cdm(Xj A) with both 1- I1(..\)M(.-\)
and 1 - M(..\)I1(..\) in .c~t·)(Xj A). (Any such I1(..\) is called a parameter-dependent
parametrix of M(..\).)

Let us denote by {H"(X)}"EI. the scale of elassical Sobolev spaces on X. If
M(..\) is parameter-dependent elliptic, then there exists an R > 0 such that M(..\) :
H"(X) --+ H,,-m(x) is an isomorphisIll for all sE IR and all..\ E Awith 1..\1 ~ R (cf.
Shubin [20, 11.9.2]).

Lemma 1.3.6 Given any m E Rand I E Z+, there is a parameter-dependent
elliptic operator Am E .cd (X; IR l

) such that

is an isomorphism for all s E IR and..\ E IR1•

Proof. See, for instance, Schulze [16].
o

Pseudodifferential operators of this kind will also be called order reductions (for
the scale {J[" (X) }"E Il of Sobolev spaces over X).

For many purposes the algebra .c°(X) of pseudodifferential operators of order
o is more accessible. Order reductions "reduce" the analysis of .cm(X) to that of
.c°(X). They induce isomorphisIllS Am .cO(X) = .cm(X) and .c°(X) Am = .cm(X),
which preserve elliptic operators.

1.3.6 Globalization 0/ the norm

Let I< be a Inanifold with conical singularities, and let K be the corresponding
stretched object. For sinlplicity, we assume that there is only one singularity with
cross-section X.

In the sequel, A" (s E IR) stands for a fixed family of order reductions on X,
which depends on a parallleter ..\ E IR. For every such A", we have the equivalence
of norms

11UIIHS(x) '" lI A"ullL2(x), u E H"(X).

By Proposition 1.3.4, there is a collar neighborhood N of BK which is diffeo
morphic to [0, 1) x X. Denote by r/>: N --+ [0,1) x X one of such diffeomorphisms.

Given a distribution u in the interior of OC, we say that u is supported elose to
the boundary of K if it vanishes away [rOIn a compact subset of N.

Ir w is a cut-off function with a support in [0, 1), then the pull-back r/>·w yields
a Coo function on lK which is supported elose to the boundary of K and equal to 1
near BK. We still call r/>·w the cut-off function with respect to 8IK.

Fix a cut~off function w E coo(IK) with respect to the boundary of K.
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Proposition 1.3.7 For a1lY S, I E IR, we have the equivalenee of norms
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(Here H6(K) stands for the usual Sobolev space on the compact manifold with
boundary lK. The norm in H"(lK) is defined by using some finite coordinate covering
of K. It is independent of the eovering up to an equivalent norm.)

Proof. This follows from Lemma 1.1.13 by the same n1ethod as in the proof of
Lemma 1.1.17.

o

1.3.7 Properties

In this subseetion we briefly sketch only those new properties of the spaee )(:a·"'Y(lK)
which differ from the corresponding properties of )(:",'Y(XO ).

Proposition 1.3.8 For any s, I E IR J the subspace C:mp(int IK) is dense zn
)(:6·'Y(K).

Proof. Use the standard loealization proeedure and Proposition 1.1.22.
o

Thus, the spaee )(:a·"'Y(K) eould be also deRned as the eon1pletion of C~mp(int lK)
in the norm 11 . lIX:M'''r{K).

Proposition 1.3.9 Assu7ne that s" E IR. The )(:o'°(IK).scalar product (u, v)J
for u, v E C:mp(int lK), extends to a non-degenerate sesqui.linear pairing

under which )(:-·'-"'Y(K) is topologically isomorphie to the dual of Ka·"'Y(K).

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that

top.
)(:-a.-"'Y (IK) ~ Je"'"'Y (!K)'

for s E Z+. Tbe general ease follows {rDIn here by interpolation and duality beeause
the space K",'Y(K) is reflexive.

That every funetion v E }C-s,-'Y(lK) deRnes a eontinuous linear functional Fu
on )(:6'/'(K) by Fv ( u) = (u, v) l is a direct eonsequenee of the definition of the spaee
)(:"·"'Y(IK) and the equality )(:-6,-"'Y(XO ) = K~~-:np(Xo)' for the eorresponding loeal
spaees.
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Conversely, let F be a continuous linear functional on K","Y(lK). As C::.np ( int lK)
is dense in this space, there is a unique distribution v E V'( int lK) such that

F(u) = (v, u) for all u E C:mp(int K), (1.3.1)

v being the complex conjugate to v.
We claim that v E X:-",-"Y(IK). To see this, we have to verify, by Proposition

1.3.5, that the restrictions of v to coordinate patehes in IK belong the the corre
sponding loeal spaees K-·'-"Y(XO ). But this is just the ease, as follows from (1.3.1)
and the equality X:-··-"Y(X O ) = K::':'p(Xo )' having already been mentioned.

This finishes the proof, the detailed verification being left to the reader.
o

1.4 Group Action

Group actions are necessary auxiliary tools for defining weighted Sobolev spaees on
manifolds with edges.

1.4.1 Definition

Let L be a Banach space, and .c( L) the spaee of all eontinuous linear operators in
L. Unless otherwise stated we assume that .c(L) is equipped with the topology of
uniform convergence on bouncled subsets of L (i.e., with the norm 11 . IICCL»).

By .cu(L) we denote the space ['(L) endowed with the topology of pointwise
convergence (Le., with the systen1 of selllinofllls ['(L) 3 M f-4 lIMullL, where u
varies over L).

Definition 1.4.1 By an R+-action on L, is meant any continuous mapping '" :
lR.+ 3 A f-4 /\,). E .cu (L) satisfying

for all A,p E lR.+.

/\,)./\,Jj = #\').Jj'

/\,). -I = /\'>.-1
(1.4.1)

This definition j ust al110unts to saying that {K>.} >'ER+ is a commutative group
of operators in .c(E), ancl li n1>'_1 1\,>. u = u for all u E L. For this reason, we also
write {"'>,} >.eR+ instead of I\, and call it a group action on L.

The silnplest example of an lR.+-aetion on L is the so-called triviallR.+-action,
i.e., "'>. := idL for all A E IR+. Let us n1ention another example to be paradigmatic
for the sequel.
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Example 1.4.2 Let L = L2 (IR+). Then one can take (~.\u)(t) = >Ju(..\t) for
..\ E IR+. Here;c.\ is unitary for every ..\.

o

The following simple result is often of use.

Proposition 1.4.3 For any group action {;c.\} .\e&+ on L, there are constanis
c ~ 0J R > 0 such thai

Proof. See Hirschmann (9].
o

1.4.2 Continuity

In the previous sections we defined the spaces 1i"(XO ), 1{$,,,(XO ) and X: 6 ,'Y(XO ) for
the case when X was an open subset of the unit sphere sn in lR 1+n.

Now let X be an arbitrary cOlnpact lllanifold of dimension n. \tVithout loss of
generality we can assume that X is a submanifold of SN for N large enough.

As above, we denote by Xl:::.. the geometrical cone in R..l+n which consists of the
points ..\ p, with ..\ ~ 0 and x E X.

There is a finite open covering of X by coordinate patches {XII} each of which
is diffeomorphic to an open subset of sn. Then the family {X~} covers X 6 , and
every X~ can be identified with a model cone in JRl+n.

Using such coverings we can define, in the standard manner, the spaces 1{"(XO),
1{$,I'(XO) and /C6,,,(XO) on the cylinder X O = IR+ x X for any compact manifold
X, too.

In the sequel, (t, x) stands for the coordinates in the cylinder X O , where t is
the global coordinate in IR+ and x = (x 1, ••• , x n ) are local coordinates in X.

Given any s E Z+ and 'I E IR, we have

tlull~~(xo) = Loo+j:S" fooo
t2(a~+J) lI(tDt)aoull~j(x) tndt,

11ull~ •.-y(xO) = Loo+j::;" fo
oo tk II(tDdooull~j(x) tndt

(1.4.2)

up to equivalent norms.

In K"'''(XO
) the nOrIn is defined just in the salne way as in Subsection 1.1.7.

If n = 0, then 1fl(XO
) = L2 (IR+) and 'J-f'''(XO

) = L2 (IR+, t- 2"dt). We are
going to generalize the IR+-action of Example 1.4.2 to the spaces K:$,,,(XO ).

To this end, we consider the JR+-action ;c on K"''Y(XO ) given by

(1.4.3)
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Lemma 1.4.4 For any s, I E R J it follows that

1 Cone Sobolev Spaces

the constant c being independent 01 A.

Proof. By interpolation and duality, it is sufficient to prove the lemma for
sE Z+.

Let W be a fixed cut-off function, and let w(t) = 1 for t ~ a and w(t) = 0 for
t ~ A.

Given a function u E K3'""1(XO ), assume that u = WUI + (1 - W)U2 with some
Ul E ?-(··""1(X O ) and U2 E re(X O ). By definition,

II K.\ullK:8,"y(XO) ~ llwK.\ull'H""y(xO) + 11(1 - w)K.\ull'H'(xo}

~ IlwK.\(wu dll1t,,"y(xO) +IlwK.\((l - W )U2) 111t,,"y(xO)
+ 11(1 - w)K.\(wudll1t,(xo) + 11(1 - w)K.\((l - w)u2)111t,(xo),

Having disposed of this preliminary step, we can now change the variables
r = At and observe that tDt = r D.,.. This leads to

11 W K .\ (WU 1) 11 ~,,"y (X 0)

= L f' t~~ II(iDlto (w(t)'\ !.F(wutl('\t, 0)) lI:i(X) tndt
00+J~3

= ,\2~ L f' T~~ II(T D,t o(w( ~) (wuJl( T, 0 J)11
2

, rndr
00+J~3 0 HJ(X)

~ (C')2 A2
""1 lIwuIll~,,"Y(xO)'

the constant d being estimated by Inaxoo~lI l(tDdoowl.
Similarly,

(1.4.4)

IlwK.\((l - W)U2)11~,,"Y(XO)

= >?""1 E [00 T2
(00+j-""1) 2( 1+') II(TD.,. )00 (w( ~) ((1 - W )U2)(T,' )'11

2
. rndr

oo+j~lIJo i °0 J \ 1\ J HJ(X)

~ (C')2 A2""1 max (;-2ry, ;2(1-""1), ..• , T 2(3-""1)) 11 (1 - W )u211~,(xo) (1.4.5)
a~.,.~.\A

with the same constant d as in (1.4.4).
In the same manner we can see that

11(1- w)K.\(wudll~,(xo)

= L ,\2(ao+j
) 1000

T2h-aO-j)~II(TD.,.)00((1-w(~))(wud(T,·)'112. TndT
oo+j~lI 0 T ..." \:..\ ') HJ(X)

< ( ")2 ( 2ry \ 2 2h-l) \ 23 2h -lI») 11 11 2 (1 4 6)_ c nlax i ,1\ T , ••• ,1\ ; WUl 1t.,"y(X O ), ••
.\a~.,.~A
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where the constant d' can be estimated by the sup-norm of the derivatives (tDdOOw
up to order s on lR+.

Likewise,

11(1 - w)ti:>.((l - w)u2)11~.(xo)

= L >.2(oo+i) f' T2(;o+i) 11 (T DT t o((1 - w( i))( (1 - W)U2)(T, o))L(x) Tndr
OO+J~8

:::; (eil? max(1,..\2, ... , ..\28) 11(1 - w)u211~.(xo), (1.4.7)

the constant d' being the same as in (1.4.6).
Combining (1.4.4) - (1.4.7) we can assert that

with e a constant independent of u and A. Hence

which is our assertion.
o

It is also a silnple matter to see that K. is a continuous mapping of lR+ ~
.c(T(K8·~(XO)) .

1.4.3 Invariance under Fuchs-type operators

The following result is basic in the theory of pseudodifferential operators on mani
folds with conical singularities (see Schulze [15]).

Lemma 1.4.5 Let Al be a Fuchs-type operator 0/ order m, with coefficients in
dependent 0/ t tor t ~ c where e > O. Given any s, / E IR, the operator M induces
a continuous linear mapping

Proof. We give the proof only for the case when s is an integer ~ m; the other
cases are Ieft to the reader.

Pick a cut-off function w on lR+. Given any U E K"'~(XO), we assurne that
U = WUt + (1 - W)U2 where UI E H8,~(XO) and U2 E H"(X O

). Then

11 M UIIK:.-rn.'l'-rn(xO) :::; IlwAlu 1I'H.-rn''l'-m(XO) + 11 (1 - W )Alu 11'H.-m(xO)

:::; IlwAl(wu l )1I'H.-m.-y-m(xO) + IlwAl((1 - w)u2)1I1i.-m.-y-m(xO)

+ 11(1 - w)M(wudll1i.- rn (x O) + 11(1 - w)A1((1 - w)u2)11'H.-m(xO).
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Analysis similar to that in the proof of Len1Ina 1.4.4 shows that

lIwM(wudll1i.-m'"J-m{xO) ~ c; IlwUllht.'"J{xO),
IlwM((1 - w)u2)111i.-m,"J-m{xO) ~ ~ 11(1 - w)u2111i.{xo)

as weIl as

11(1 - w)1\1(wudI11i.-m(xO) ~ c~ lIwudl1i.'"J(xO),
11(1 - w)M((l - w)u2)111i.-m(xO) ~ c!lll(l - W)U2J11i.{XO),

where the constants c;, C; and C;, Cl depend only on M and w.
Let us check, for instance, the first of these estimates. Since

with some A1k E C1::(R+, Diffm-k(X)), it follows that

IlwM(wU l) 1I~.-m'"J-m(xo)

L [0 t2(-,I_m) 11 t~ t f: Nh,o(t) (tD, )k+O(WUd I1

2

. tndt,
Oo+J$6-m 0 k=O 0=0 HJ{X)

where Mk,cr E C~p(IR+, Diffm-k(X)). Therefore,

as desired.
Summarizing we get

with c a constant independent of u. FrOll this the lemma folIows.
o

As follows, the Fuchs-type operators are invariant under the R+-action K, on
}C'·"f(XD ) given by (1.4.3).

Proposition 1.4.6 For any Fuchs-type operator 1\1 with coejficients independent
oft, we have

K,~I M K,), = Al, A > O.

Proof. Use the equality tDt = pDp , where p = Ar.
o
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1.4.4 Unitary property
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Fix a density dx on X based on SOtne Rienlannian metric. It follows immediately
that the normed spaees }(:o,O(XO ) and L2 (X O

, tfi dt dx) are isomorphie. We shall fix
onee and for all the sealar produet on KO,O(X O

) induced under this identification.

Proposition 1.4.7 For any A > 0, the operator K.).. on KO,O(XO) is unitary.

Proof. The proof is straightforward.
o



Chapter 2

Wedge Sobolev Spaces

The role of conical singularities in the present discussion is that manifolds with edges
are locally elose to an edge of dilnension q of the form of a wedge Xl:::. x U with open
U c IRq.

2.1 Sobolev Spaces on a Coordinate Wedge

2.1.1 Model wedge

By a model wedge is meant a direct product Xl:::. x U, where Xl:::. is a model cone in
]Rl+n and U is an open subset of IRq.

~1ore generally, we consider the products X6. x U, with X an n-dimensional
submanifold of the unit sphere SN in R1+N • They will also be referred to as model
wedges.

The natural volume fonn on Xl:::. X U is induced by embedding this wedge
(locally) to IR l+n+q .

Ir q = 0, then U = {O}, and so Xl::J. x U is identified with Xl::J.. This is precisely
how the wedge theory encompasses the cone theory.

Another extreme case is obtained by setting n = O. Then the cone Xl::J. degen
erates into the selniaxis R+ (or into the disjoint union of two copies of Rr), and so
the wedge Xl::J. x U is identified with the cylinder lR+ x U (or with the disjoint union
of two copies of JR+ x U).

2.1.2 Stretched object

Write z = (zt, Z2) for the variable in IR l+n+q , where Zl E R l+n stands for the "cone
variable," and Z2 E IRq runs over the edge.

Set

{

Zl = t p(x),
Z2 = y,

34
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Fig. 2.1: In this way we obtain what we shall call the "stretched wedge."

which gives a diffeomorphisnl 1r: int x D x U ---+ int Xl::. X U.
Für a distribution u in the interior of Xl::. x U, we denote by 1r*U the pul/-back

of u under 1r. This is a distribution in the interior of X D X U.
Thus, the analysis on a model wedge Xl::. x U will refer to the open stretched

wedge
xD

X U = IR+ X X x U.

In the sequel, (t, x, y) stands for the coordinates in X D X U, where t is the global
coordinate in lR+, x = (Xl) ... ,xn ) are local coordinates in X, and Y = (Yh' .. ,Yq)
are coordinates in U.

From what has already been said, it follows that the natural volume form on
X D x U is tndt dx dy, where dx is a volume form on X related to some Riemannian
metric on this nlanifold, and dy is that on U.

2.1.3 Typical differential operators

Let (t, x) E X D be polar coordinates in the cone X!::J., i.e., t = Ipl and x are the
coordinates of the point ~ in X, for p E X!::J..

Given a differential operator A1 of order m on X!::J. X U, we are going to write
it in the coordinates (t, x, y).

Using Lemma 1.1.2 we can assert that A1 transforms into an operator of the
form

1T
UM ((t, x, y), (D" Dx, D")) = I: Moo.o.ß(t, x, y) D~o GDxrD~

oo+lol+IßI~m

on the stretched wedge X D x U. The coefficients Moo •o •ß can be computed from
(1.1.1) and the coefficients of Al. Notice that they are slnooth up to t = 0, provided
that the coefficients of A1 are.
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Definition 2.1.1 By edge-degenerate operators on XO x U are meant differential
operators of the form

with operator.valued coefficients Mj,ß E CJ~(JR+ x U, Diffm-(j+IPI>(X)).

As above, the analysis of differential operators in polar coordinates on a wedge
leads to edge-degenerate operators.

Let us mention yet another important example motivating the introduction of
the edge-degenerate operators.

Exanlple 2.1.2 Let h(t,y) (t ;::: 0, y E U) be a (t,y)-dependent Riemannian
metric on X which is Coo up to t = O. Then the Laplace-Beltrami operator on
X O x U associated to the metric of the "geonletric wedge" dt 2 + t2 h(t, y) + dy2 is
just edge-degenerate, of order nl. = 2.

o

2.1.4 Transformation 01 Sobolev spaces

As in Example 1.1.5, we can see in what way Sobolev spaces

on the model wedge X6. x U C JRl+" X lRq transforms under polar coordinates in
the cone X6..

Definition 2.1.3 Given any s E Z+J denoie by rl"(XO x U) the sei of all dis
tributions u in the inlerior 01 X O x U whose derivatives up to the order s are locally
integrable with respeet to the measure t"dtdxdy and satisfy

For integer s < 0, we define the space ll~(XO x U) by duality as 1i"(XO x U) =
1i~p(XO x U)'. Further, for fractional s, the space ll"(XO x U) is defined by
(complex) interpola.tion.

As fallows, the norm 111t"*ull'H#(xoxU) sharply catches the behavior of Sobolev
functions u E H"(X6. X U) away froIll any neighborhood of the wedge t = 0 under
the correspondence 1r*U (t, x, y) = u( t p(x), y).
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Lemma 2.1.4 Let s E lR. To any e > 0, there correspond positive constants Cl

and C2 depending on c, such that

Cl 1I7l''''ullrt.(xoxu) ~ lI u IIH.(x.o.xU) ~ c2117r"'ullrt.(xoxU)

whenever u E H:J(X6. X U) satisjies supp u C (X6. \ B(O,e)) x u.

Proof. The proof is similar to that in Lemma 1.1.7.
o

Our next concern will be to find a suitable abstract framework for the spaces
1i'(XO x U).

2.1.5 Vector-valued distributions

Given a locally convex space :F of distributions on lRq
, we denote by :F; the dual

spa.ce to :F with ~1ackey's topology.
Let L be an arbitrary locally convex C-vector space. Denote by Lc(:F; ~ L)

the space of all continuous linear mappings of :F; to L equipped with the topology
of uniform convergence on equicontinuaus sets of functionals in :F;. After Schwartz
[18, 19], the elements of :F(lRq , L) := Lc(:F~ ~ L) are said ta be distributions 0/
dass :F on IRq wilh values in L.

The following result was proved by Grothendieck [8, Ch.2,Theorem 6].

Proposition 2.1.5 If:F and L are complete locally convex spaces and one 0/
them is nudear, then the canonical1napping L ®:F ~ :F(lRQ

, L) may be extended to
a topological isomorphisln :F(lRq , L) ~ L 011' :F. .

(Here L 011'":F stands for the conlpleted projective tensor product of Land :F.)
In particular, we have the Schwartz space S(lRQ

, L) of rapidly decreasing L
valued functions on IRq, t he space S'(RQ, L) of temperate L·valued distri butions on
Rq, the space A(O, L) of L-valued holomorphic functions on an open set <9 c C,
and so Oll.

2.1.6 Abstract Sobolev spaces

Assume that L is a Banach space, and (ti:>')>'Ell+ is an R+-action on L.
Fix a strictly positive Coo function 1] ~ (1]) on RQ such that (1]) = 11]1 for all

11]1 ;::: C with some c > O. (In this way we obtain what will be referred to as the
smoothed norm /uncti01l.)

The following property of the sOloothed nonn functions proves extremely useful
in the sequel.
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Lemma 2.1.6 (Peetre's inequality) There is a constant C > 0 such that,
given any s E IR, we have

Proof. The proof is elementary.
o

A motivation to introducing the abstract Sobolev spaces in Schulze [15] was that
H"(IR9,H"(lR1+n

) =1= H"(lR 1+n +9 ), unless s = O.

Definition 2.1.7 Given any s E IR, the space W"(lR9 , L) is defined to be the set
0/ all u E S'(Rn, L) such that :Fu E Lfoc(JR9, L) and

1

lIuIlW'(Il.,L) = (j ('1)2. Ih;,i F.~.ull: d'l)" ::; 00.

Ir we replace 11 . lIL by another equivalent nonn on L, then we get an equivalent
norm on W"(lR9 , L). Furthernlore, this Bonn is independent on the concrete choice
of (1]) modulo equivalence of nornlS.

Here are some basic properties of this concept. They may be found in Schulze
[15].

The space W"(lR9, L) eloes depend on the particular choice of the group action
/'i,.

Example 2.1.8 Let /\,)" = 1 be the trivial IR+-action on L. Then W"(lRq , L) coin
eides with the usual Sobolev space Il"(JR9, L) of L-valued distributions of smoothness
sonIR9.

D

For general /'C, the Inapping

is easily verified to be an isometrical isonlorphisnl of W"(IRq, L) -+ Ha(lR9, L).

Proposition 2.1.9 The space W"(IRq, L) is a Banach space.

Proof. See Proposition 2.4 in Hirsclunallll [9].
D

Ir L is a Hi1bert space, t hen W" (IR9 , L) is even a Hi1bert space wi th respect to
the inner product
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Proposition 2.1.10 For any s E IR, the bilinear /01171,

( ) f ( -1 T -1:F ) d v E W-"(JRq, L'), u E W 6 (Rq, L),v, U := iaq "'(11)~UI-+11V, 1'\:(11) UI-+11 U 71,

defines a pairing 0/ W-6(lRq
, L') x W"(Rq, L) -Jo C, under which W-6(lRq , L') IS

topologically isomorphie to the dual 0/ W" (IRq , L).

Proof. This repeats the praof of an analogous result for the usual Sobolev
spaces.

o
Rapidly deereasing funetions on Rq are 11lultipliers of W"(IRq, L). It is the point

at whieh there originates pseudodifferent ial ealcu1us in the spaees W6 (Rq, L) (see
[15J, [9]).

Proposition 2.1.11 Let'P E S(lRq). For any s E R, the multiplication operator
Mrp : U t-+ 'PU is a continuous mapping 0/ W"(IRq, L) -Jo W6 (IRq, L). Moreover, the
operator<p t-+ A1rp is a continuous 7napping 0/ S(IRq) -Jo .c(W" (IRq, L)).

Proof. See Hirsehmann [9, Theorelll 3.2]. Behnl [2] observed that even

llA1.p11:::; II (1])R+" F U- 11 <r'llv(llqb

where R is the number of Proposition 1.4.3.
o

Proposition 2.1.12 Given any s E IR, the subspace C:mp(lRq
, L) is dense in

W"(IRq, L).

Praof. If u E W6(lRq
, L), then the funetion

71 t-+ (77)" K:(f1)FU-f1U

belongs to L2 (IRq, L). Henee there is a sequenee i/lI} of functions in C:mp(IRq, L)
such that

(71)" "'(f1)/1I -Jo (71)" K(:,,)Fu_f1u in L2(lRq
, L).

It is evident that /11 E S(lRq
, L) are the Fourier transforms of functions U II E

S(IRq, L), and Ilu - U II 11 W#(J.q,L) -Jo 0 as v -Jo 00.

It remains to verify that C~mp(lRq,L) is dense in S(lRq, L) in the norm of
W"(IRq, L).

To this end, pick a function w E· C~mp(IRq) with w(y) = 1 for Iy I :s 1. If
U E S(JRq, L), then w(e .)u E C:mp(lRq, L). ~1oreover, an easy verification shows
that w( € . )U -Jo U in W" (Rq, L) as € ~ 0, because w (€ Y)u (y) f; u (y) only for IyI> ~.

This completes the proof.
o

The following embedding theoreITI is a direct generalization of the Rellich The
orem.
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Proposition 2.1.13 Let L2 C LI be Banach spaces with a group action K on LI
which restriets to a group aetion on L'J' 11 the embedding L 2 ~ LI is compact and
if S'J > SI, th en the emhedding

is compact.

Proof. See Behm [2, p.57].
o

2.1.7 Interpolation

A couple of Banach spaces (Lo, Ld is called a Banach couple if there is a Hausdorff
topological vector space L such that both Lo and LI are continuously embedded
subspaces of L.

If (Lo, Ld is a Banach couple and B E [0,1], then we denote by [Lo, Ld9 the
corresponding interpolation space defined by the cOll1plex interpolation method (see
Bergh and Löfström [3]).

Theorem 2.1.14 Let (Lo, Ld be a Banach couple with a group action on LoffiL I

which restriets to group aetions on both the subspaces. Then

holds isometrically for all So, SI E BbbR und 0 < e< 1.

Proof. See Hirschn1ann [9].
o

2.1.8 Sobolev spaces on the wedge

In the present calculus it is sufficient to deal with Hilbert spaces L. Such a case is
L = K:"'''Y(XO ) with (K,,) given in (1.4.3).

Definition 2.1.15 Given any S,I E IR, the space

is said to be the weighted Sobolev space 01 s7noothness sand weight I on the stretched
wedge X O X IRq.
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The remaillder of this section will be devoted to sOlne specific properties of this
concept, which are different of those listed in the previous subsection. Until further
notice we assurne that X is either Rn or a cOlnpact manifold of dimension n.

Proposition 2.1.16 The subspaee C~mp(intXO xR.q) is dense in W"'')'(XOxRq)
for eaeh s, 1 E lR.

Proof. Pick auE W"'')'(XO X IRq). By Proposition 2.1.12, there is a sequence
u~ E C:mp(IRq,K"'')'(XO )) converging to u in the norm of W~'')'(XO x Rq).

On the other hand, C:mp(int XO) is dense in }C"'')'(XO) by Proposition 1.3.8,

which remains still valid with IK replaced by X o . Proposition 2.1.5 now shows that

C:mp(int X O x IRq) = C:mp(int X O
) @1r C:mp(Rq)

is dense in
Coo (IRq K/'''Y(X O )) = K!''Y(Xo ) fV\ Coo (IRq)comp , 'CI1r comp .

Thus, for any v, there exists a function u.., E C:mp(int XO x IRq) such that

Obviously, Ui/ -+ u in the nOfln of W~·'Y(XO x lRq ), and the proof is complete.
o

Our next result extends Proposition 1.3.9 to the case of wedge Sobolev spaces.

Proposition 2.1.17 Assume that 5" E lR.. The WO,O(X O x IRq)-product (u,v),
first laken for u, v E C~p(int X O x IRq), extends lo a non-degenerale sesqui-linear
pairing W#,"Y(XO x Rq) X W-a,-'Y(XO X Rq) -+ C, under which w-a,-'Y(XO X lRq) is
topologieally isomorphie to the dual 0/ W"'')'(XO x IRq).

Proof. Use Propositions 2.1.10 alld 1.3.9, the latter being still true with IK
replaced by the stretched cone X O •

o
Note that

because /'i, is unitary on KO.O(XO ).

Proposition 2.1.18 Let 30,SI ER and ,0,11 E R satisfy 30 ::; 81 and '0::; 1'1'

Then

holds up to an equivalent norm fOT all 0 < 0 < 1.
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Proof. It follows from Proposition 1.3.8 that X:"'t,'1't (XO) is embedded to
Kso,')'o (X O ) continuously alld densely. Consequently, Theorem 2.1.14 shows that

[W·O,1'o(XO X IRq), W"h'1'l(XO X IRq)]o

= W(1-0)"O+O"1 (lRq , [K-o,')'Q (XO ), K"l"'Yl (Xo)]o)

is fulfilled isametrically for all 0 < () < 1.
To complete the praof it remains to note that

holds up to an equivalent nornl for all 0 < 0 < 1.
o

Proposition 2.1.19 Let oS E R.. For each e > 0, there are positive constants Cl

and C2 depending on c, such thai

(2.1.2)

whenever u E 1-{"(XO x IRq) is supported away f7'om the hand [0, c) X X x IRq.

Proof. By Propositions 2.1.17 and 2.1.18, we Inay assurne without loss of
generality that s is a non-negative integer. t\10reover, Proposition 2.1.16 shows
that it suffices to prove estitnate (2.1.2) for u E C:mp(int X O x lRq

) only. Since
X is compact, the standard localization argulnent reduces the matter to the case
X=Rn.

Pick auE C:mp(int XO x Rq) which vanishes for t < c. By definition,

1

Ilullw.,'(xOxll') = (/... (1/)2. II"~) Fy~"ull~.,,(xO) dl/) ~ ,

Set fJ = Dlin'7ER'l(11). By definition, fJ > O. As u(t,x, y) = 0 for t < c, we
conclude that

-1 _!.±.!1 t
~(17}:FJI-17U (t,X,1]) = (11) 2 :FJI- 17 u ((77),X,77)

vanishes for t < fJe.
Applying Proposition 1.1.20 we can assert that there exist positive constants Cl

and C2 dependiog 00 fJe, such that

Cl 111'(17) :F1I- 17 ulb'i"(xo) ::; 11~('7) :Fy - 17 ull.c""1(x O ) ::; c211~(17) :Fy- 17 ull1i"(xo)

for all 11 E Rq. !\1ultiplying this estimate by (1])"' and integratiog in 77 E IRq therefore
yield

Cl lI u llw"(J,'l.1i"(XO» ~ llullw","'(xOxa'l) ::; c21Iullw'(I.'l.1i'(XO»

for all u E C:mp(int X O x lRq) supported away from [0, e) x X x IRq.

(2.1.3)
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It renlains to evaluate the nornl Ilullw1 (ll q ,1i I (X O )). To do this, we may invoke
the first equality of (1.4.2) because s E Z+. Changing the variables t = (7])r and
taking the equality tDt = r DT into account, we deduce that

Since (r DT )r1ß1 = Ißlr Iß1 , Parseval's fonnula gives, as in the proof of Lenuna
1.1.13,

lIull~I(l.q,r{l(XO))

~ L f' r 2(L+j) ( L fa.ll( r DT)"o D~ull:j(X) dY) rn
dr

OO+J-::;6 IßI~8-oo-J

'" lIull~'(xoxll'l)' (2.1.4)

Combining (2.1.3) with (2.1.4) yields (2.1.2), as desired.
o

2.2 Invariance under Automorphisms of the Wed
ge

The analytical framework above allows one also to distinguish a reasonable dass of
automorphisms of the wedge, which keep invariant the wedge Sobolev spaces.

2.2.1 An auxiliary result

Proposition 2.1.19 gives a satisfactory description of the norm 11 . Ilwl,"'(xoxJ.'l) for
functions with supports away from the edge. What is still lacking is an explicit
description of this norm on functions supported dose to the singularity.

In this subsection we are ainled in relnoving the cut-off function w which enters
tbe definition of 11 . 11wI'"I(xOxaq) through the nonn 11 . IlK:I'"I(X O ). ~1ore precisely, it
is shown that w can be replaced by tbe characteristic function of any interval [0, a],
where a > O.
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Lemma 2.2.1 Let s E Z+, '/ E IR. Given any a > 0, it follows that

lIulI~'I"Y(xOXilq)

{OO (J (1] )2~ 00 2
~ L; in () j! (t(1]) )2"Y II(tD t ) F lI - l1 uIIHi(X) d1]

O'o+)~, 0 TJ ~ t

+t")'?T (t('1;~~;~,+j) 11 (tD,)Q, Fv-" u II~j(x) d'l) tndt

Proof. By Proposition 2.1.16, it is sufficient to prove the desired estimate for
u E C~mp(int XO x aq) only.

To define a norm in K"'"Y(XO ), we fix a cut-off function W on lR.+ with w(t) = 1
for t E [0, a] and w( t) = 0 for t E [A, 00). \Ve claitll that

(2.2.1 )

Indeed, by definition,

On the other hand, if U = WUt +(I-w)u2 for sOBle Ul E 1-i"'"Y(XO) and u2 E 1t"(XO ),

then

IIwu Ilrtl,"J(XO) + 1I (1 - w)u 1I1f'(XO)

~ 11wwulllrtl,"J(XO) + Ilw(1 - w)u2111f1'''J(XO)

+11(1 - w)wu lll1f'(XO) + 11(1 - w)(1 - W)U2Ilrt.(XO).

Applying Lemmas 1.1.14 and 1.1.15 thus yields

Ilwu llrt.,"J(XO) + 11 (1 - W)ullrt.(xo)

~ c~ Ilwutll1f""J(xO) + c; 11(1 - w)u2111f'(xo)
+c~ IIWUt lIrt.,"J(xO) + d; 11(1 - w)uzll 1f.(xo)

~ c (Ilwut 1l1f""J(XO) + 11 (1 - W)U2111f'(XO)) ,

the constant c depending on W only. Hence

Il wu ll1f I '"Y(x O ) + 11(1 - w)ullrt'(x o) ~ c Ilullw""Y(xO),

which implies (2.2.1).
Thus,

lIull~""J(XOXRq)= J..q (11)2" II~{TJ) F II- TJ ull:6,"J(XO) d11

~ J.., ('I?' (Ilw te0,) F"~"ull: ..O(XD) + 11(1 - w) te(") F"~"ull:'(XDJ d'l,

(2.2.2)
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the last relation being a consequence of t he elenlentary inequali ty a 2+b2 ::; (a + b)2
::;

2(a 2 + b2
) for a, b 2:: o.

We now substitute expressions (1.4.2) into (2.2.2) and make the change of vari
ables t = ('T/)T. As above, tDt = TD'T' so a direct calculation shows that

lIull~.,-Y(XOXl.q)

~ L f" C;~ J('1)2('-~) II(TD,t·(w(('1)T),r"~.u)ll~j(x)d'l
0'0+1$4 0

+T2(:.+i) J ('I )2('-".-i) 11 (T D, )". ((1 - w( ('1)T)),r......u) lI~j(x) d~TndT.

To deal with the expressions on the right side, let us introduce the temporary
notations n~a)(u) and n~a)(u) for

n~a)(u) = (LO'o+is,fo
oo (f(1/)$~ ('T\~\2;2-Y II(TD'T)O'o.rY_1/ull~j(x)dl1) TndT)!,

uhu) = (La. iS.Ja" Vy >nd II(rLPF~ v~ TndT)t.
(2.2.3)

It is easy to see that both n~a)(.) and n~a)(.) are nornlS on W··'"Y(XO x IRq). As
W((l1)T) = 1 for (7]) ::; ~ and W((71)1") = 0 for (71) 2:: ~, it follows from what has
already been proved that

the constants cI, C2 being independent of u.
The rest of the proof consists of analyzing the properties of the norms n~(1),

i = 1,2.
If 0 < a < A, then n~a)(u) ::; n~A)(u). ~10reover, n~A)(u) ---4 lIullw.(aq,'H.'-Y(XO»

as A ~ 00.

Similarly, if 0 < a < A, then n~a)(u) 2:: n~A)(u). And n~a)(u) ---4 Ilullw.(llq ,1i.(XO»
as a ---4 o.

Our next claim is that

(2.2.5)

whenever 0 < a < A. Indeed,

whence (2.2.5) folIows.
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Combining (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) gives

2 Wedge Sobolev Spaces

2 ((a))2 (( (A) )2 ((a) )2) ((a))2Ilullw.,-r(XOXl.q) ~ Cl nl (U) + Cl 11 1 (u) - n1 (U) + C2 n2 (u)

::; Cl (n\al(u)) 2 +Cl i~~.X./a 2(i-ryl, A2(i-ry)) ((n~a)(U)f - (n~Al (U)):; + C2 (n~a)( U)) 2

::; C ((n\a)(U))2 + (n~al(u)n '
(2.2.6)

with C a constant independent of u. This is just one part of the lemma.
We shall have established the other part of the lemma if we prove that also

both n~a)(u) and n~a)(u) are lnajorized by Ilullw•."r'(xoxw.q). We give the proof only

for n~a)(u); the norm n~a)(u) cau be handled in much the same way.
Substituting

into (2.2.3), using the triangle inequality and taking into account that w( (11)7) = 0
for (11) 2:: 1, we get

Since

( )26 (11)26 a A
11 . < max (a2(-y-i) A2h -i)) for all - ~ (11) ~ -,

(7(7J))2(oo+J) - i=O, ...,. ' (7(7]))2""'( 7 7

we get

(n~a)(u))2

~ 2 .Dlax (a2b-i), A2
(--y-i)) 1. (11)26 Ilw",-1 :F _J1 UI1

2
dry

1=0, ... ,,, Aq (J1) 11 1t.,"r' (X 0)

+2 J..q (1])26 11(1 - W)h:{J1) .r1l- J1ull:.(xo) dt]

::; C Ja, ('1)26 (IIWK(") .r"~"ull:"'(XDl + 1I (1 - W)K(") .r"~"ull:.(xDJ d'1,

where c is independent of u.

As ~(a + b)2 ~ a 2 +b2 ~ (a + b)2 for a, b 2:: 0, we cau assert by (2.2.1) that the
right-hand side here is equivalent to Ilull~.,..,(xOxli.q),which is the desired conc1usion.

o
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2.2.2 More on tensor products

No one has yet given a direct proof of the fact that, given any cp E CC:mp(lR+ X X X

lRq), the multiplication operator U l-+ cpu is a continuous mapping of W$,..,.(XO x
IRq) --+ W$,..,.(XO X Rq). This can he easily verified for those cp which are of the
form <PI (t, X )'P~(y), where <PI E C:mp(IR+ X X) and <P~ E C~p(Rq). To derive the
desired conelusion for general r.p frOln this, one then uses a representation theorem
on projective tensor products of two Frechet spaces to be formulated.

Let [l he the usual Banach space of all sUlnmable sequences of complex numbers.
Giyen a Frechet space L, we denote by So (L) t he space of all zero sequences

(l(iI)) in L with the topology given by the family of seminorms (l(iI)) l-+ SUPil p(l(iI)),
where p runs over a system of selninonns deRning the topology of L.

lf (ciI ) E LI and (l(iI)) E so(L), (/(iI)) E so(F), then the series Lil Cil l(iI) ®

/(iI) is absolutely convergent in the (completed) projective tensor product L ®'Jf F.
Conversely, if hoth Land F are Frechet, then we can expand every element of L®'JfF
into a surn of the above type.

TheorelTI 2.2.2 Let L, F be Frechet spaces. Suppose that NI and N2 are ab
solutely convex neighborhoods 01 zeTO in Land F respectively, und N is the neigh
borhood 0/ zero in L 01r F corresponding to the absolutely convex hull 0/ NI @ N2

in L 0'11'":F. Then for any cornpact set !( c N there are a compact subset k of the
unit ball in t1 and sequences (l(iI)) E so(Nd, (f(iI)) E so(N2 ) such that every element
u E !( can be written as u = Lil Cv l(iI) 0 I(v) with S07ne (c il ) E k.

Proof. See Treves [21, Theorenl 45.2].
o

The theorelll gai HS in interest if we reali ze that the sequence (cv ) can be chosen
of small nonn in [l, provided u is elose to zero in L @1r :F.

Corollary 2.2.3 Let L, :F be Frechet spaces. Then for any sequence (u(i)) C
L C9'11'" :F converging to zero there are sequences (l(v)) E so( L), (/(iI)) E so(:F) and

(c(i)) = (( c~i))) E so( t1) such that

u(i) = L cii ) I(v) 0 j(v) for i = 1,2, ....
iI

Praof. See Hirschnlann [9].
o

2.2.3 Boundedness 0/ edge-degenerate operators

The result to be proved here extends to the staten1ent that the space W$"'Y(XO x Rq)
is locally invariant under pseudodifferential operators of order 0 on IRq whose symbols
take values in L:(K:$,..,.(XO)) (see Schulze [17]).
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Theorem 2.2.4 Let r.p E S(:IR 1+n+q). Then the multiplication operator MI{) :
u 1--+ r.pu is a continuous mapping 0/ W"'')'(R..+ x IR" x :IRq) ~ W$'')'(IR+ x Rn X

Rq). Moreover, the operator r.p 1--+ MI{) is a continuous mapping 0/ S(R1+"+q) -+

.c(W"'')' (IR+ X IRn X lRq
)).

Proof. By duality and interpolation arguments, it is sufficient to prove the
theorem for s E Z+.

We first prove a reduced fonn of the theorem. Namely, let us assume that
r.p( t, x, y) = r.pd t, x )<P2(Y)' where <PI E S(IR1+") and <P2 E S(IRq).

If u E W$'')'(IR+ x R" x IRq), then

the constant c being independent of u. Since 'P2 depends only on y, Proposition
2.1.11 gives

lI'Pull~.,'Y(I.+ xa"xRQ)

~ c sup I(tDdO~D~'<Pli I1 ('7 )6+maX(6,hDJ:y ...... 1]'P2 I1 LI (I.q) Ilullw"'Y(B+ xl."xJ.q),
(t,x)EI4 xl. n

o~+lo/l$"

(2.2.7)

as desired.
For the general case, given any r.p E S(JR 1+n+q), we can find, by Theorem 2.2.2,

sequences (r.piv») E so(S(JR1+n)), (<p~v») E so(S(IRq)) such that

r.p(t,x,y) = Ecvcpiv)(t,x) 0<p~v)(y)
v

with some (cv ) E [1. Applying (2.2.7) we get

11 <pu 11 W','Y(I.+ xan x I. q )

~ L: IC&llllcpi&l)<p~&I)ullw"-Y(ll+xl."Xl.q)
&I

~ C(L: IC&lI) sup I(tDt)ob D~' <piv)I ~up 11 (1] )"+max(,,.hD:Fu...... 1]<p~&I) I1 LI aq
v (t,x)EI.+ xa" &1-1,2.... ( )

cr~+IO/I:s·
v:;;: 1,1,...

which proves the first part of the theorenl.
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The sccond part of the theorenl follows [roin Corollary 2.2.3 because were 'P
dose to zero, we would choose (Cl!) of sinall L l! ICl! I.

o
If X is a compact manifold of dimension n, then the theorem shows that

W~"""(XO x IRq) is a module over C:mp(IR+ x X x IRQ).
We now invoke a standard procedure to localize the spaces W··"Y(XO X IRQ) to

open subsets of IR+ x X x lRQ. NanlelYl given any open set 0 C IR+ X X x IRQ,
we denote by Wj';(O) the space of all distributions u on 0 n (int XO x lRq) such
that 'PU E W"'""Y(XO x lRQ) for any c.p E C~mp(IR+ x X x IRQ). And by W~~p(O) we
denote the space of all distributions on 0 n (int XO x IRQ) of the form c.pu, where
c.p E C~p(IR+ x X x RQ). By the above, W~~~p(0) consists of all u E W~·"Y(XD x IRQ)
supported on O.

Corollary 2.2.5 Assume that Al is an edge-degenerate differential operator 0/
order m on an open set 0 C IR+ X X x IRQ. Then AI induce8 continuous mappings

Al . W"·"Y(O) -t W,,-m,,-m (0)
• (oe loc

/or all 8" E R.

Proof. By Theorem 2.2.4, we are left with the task of showing that the operator
t~ (-tadO~D~'(tD lI )ß is a continuous nlapping of

provided that o~ + 10'1 + IßI ::; 112-

We give the proof only for the case of integer s '2: 1n; the other cases are left to
the reader. For auy u E W"·"Y (IR+ x Rn X lRQ), LetUn1a5 2.2.1 and 1.1.3 yield
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with c a constant inde~endent of u.
As :FV-'"I ((tDlI }ßu ) = tlß1TJß :FlI_'"Iu and I1]ßI ~ const (1])IßI for allTJ E IRq, it

follows that

11

1 I I ß 11

2

-(-t8t }00DO (tD ) u
tm ~ 11 W .. -m,..,.-m (1.+ xl.n x. q)

~ C' ~ foOO (a21ß1 J ~ (t~ry))2;2~ 11 (tD,)'" Fy_"ulI~j(J.n) dry
00+):5. 0 ('"1):5 t 1]

+ a2(m-"~~I"'I-IßIl !")"~r (t(ry;~~;~,+j) 11 (tD,)'" Fy_"ull~j(&n) dry) tndt,

which completes the praof.
o

2.2.4 An example 0/ non-invariance

In this subsection we will look nl0re closely at the nOfln of WO·'"'1(X O x IRq), with
I ~ o. More precisely, we exalnine this nOfln on functions of separated variables,
thus showing that the variables x and y enter the norm in an essentially asymmetrie
way. This naturally leads to a sirnple diffeoll1orphism of the wedge, under which the
space WO,'"'1(XO x lR.q } is not locally invariant.

Given any u(t,x,y) = uo(t)Ur(X)U2(y) in WO·'"'1(X D X lRq
}, we have, by Lemma

2.2.1,

lIull~o,""(xDX:lq)

~ /,., (('7)-2~ 1'';;f t-2~luoI2tndt +f; luol2 tndt) IFu21 2d1) Il u llli2(x)'

Assume that Uo vanishes away from the Une segnlent [0, T]. Then an easy
eomputation shows that

Ilull~o,""(xDxaq )

~ (f r2~luoI2tndt) U")~,.(ry)-2~ IFu212d7J) Il udli2(X)

+ { 4 ((71)-2'"'1 rf!iy t-2'"'1luoI2tndt +j~ luol2 tndt) I:FU21 2d1] lIullIi2(x).
J(T/}?''1' Jo fr1I

(2.2.8)

Hence it follows that Uo has to be square-integrable on lR+ with respect to the

measure t- 2'"'1+ndt. So the integral fo"fr;, t-2'"'1luoI2t"dt is infinitesimal when 1] -+ 00.

On the other hand, the integral f~ luol2t"dt rnay be unbounded as 7] -+ 00.
@

However, its growth is controlled by a multiple of (7])-2'"'1 because

T (( )) -2'"'1 T
ff.;r IUol 2tndt ~ ~ fo r2~luoI2tndt.
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For this reason, the Bonn of u being finite requires the sITIoothness of U2 in y of
degree elose to -, in accordance with UD.

Example 2.2.6 Take uo(t) = t P X[O,l](t), where X[O,T) is the characteristic func
tion of the line segment [0, T]. This Uo is square-integrable with respect to tbe
measure t-2'"Y+"dt if and only if -2, + 2p + n + 1 > O. 11oreover,

In the merely interesting case 2p + 1 + n < 0, formula (2.2.8) thus becomes

(2.2.9)

Tberefore, a function u(t,x,y) = t PX[O,T](t)Ul(X)U2(Y) belongs to Wo,'"Y(X O x Rq) if
and only if Ul E L2(X) anel U2 E ll-P-!..:p- (IRq). In particular, we conclude that the
space Wo,'"Y(IR+ X IRq X IRq) is not locally invariant under the diffeomorpbism

(t,x,y) ~ (T(t,X,y),X(t,x,y),v(t,x,y))

of tbe wedge IR.+ X IRq X IRq, where

T(t, X, y) = t,
X(t,x,y) = y,
v(t,x,y)=x

rearranges x and y.

2.2.5 Properties 0/ the automorphisms 0/ the wedge

(2.2.10)

o

Example 2.2.6 delTIOnstrates rather strikingly that it is important to pay attention to
admissible diffeomorphis1l1S of the stretched wedges when discussing the invariance
of weighted Sobolev spaces on thein. In fact, it is to interest of wedge calculus
that such diffeomorphisms have to preserve eelge-degenerate differential operators.
The chain rule shows that, for this to happen for a diffeomorphism (t, x, y) ~
(r(t,x,y),X(t,x,y),v(t,x,y)), it luust satisfy

• ! 8r E Coo up to t = O' and
t 8t '

• t~~ E Coo up to t = O.
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As we shall see, both the condi tions n1ake also sense under the geometrie set
ting. Namely, the first condition is an analytical interpretation on the fact that the
edge of the wedge must be preserved under the diffeomorphism. And the second
condition just amounts to saying that the diffeomorphism of the wedge is a family of
diffeomorphisms of the cone bases, which is parameterized by the variable y running
over the edge.

Note that the diffeomorphism given in (2.2.10) satisfies the first candition, while
the second candition fails to be fulfilled for it.

Let Z~ and wf be two model cones in R l+n, with Zl and W1 open subsets of
the unit sphere sn.

Given open subsets Z'J and ~V2 of Rq, we consider the geometrie wedges Z =
Z~ X Z'J and W = wf X H/'J in jRl+n+q.

Accordingly, we write z = (Zi, Z2) and W = (Wh W2) for the variables in R1+n+q,
where Zl, Wl E R1+n stand for the "cone variables," and Z'J, W'J E Rq run over the
edge.

By a diffeomorphis711 of the wedges Z and ~V is meant any diffeomorphism
w = 8(z) of a neighborhood of Z to a neighborhood of {IV in R1+n+q, such that
8(Z) = W.

Given a diffeoITIOrphisITI W = 8( z) of Z -+ I/V, it follows that 8 acts smoothly
near the edge {a} x Z'J of Z. ~10reover, a fan1iliar topological argument shows that
8 maps the edge of Z to that of lll, i.e., 8( {a} x Z2) = {al x {,V2 •

Composing 8 with polar coordinates Zl = tp(x) in Zl and Wl = rq(x) in W~
yields a diffeoI110rphisI11

{

T=T(t,X,y),
X = X(t, x, y),
v=v(t,x,y)

of the stretched wedges int Z -+ int W, where

(2.2.11)

and
z = Zp X Z2,
W = IVp X lV'J'

As polar coordinates are singular at the origin, this diffeomorphism (denoted by
h) may faH to extend to a diffeoInorphisIn of neighborhoods of Z and W in lRx sn xR.q.
However, the following properties of h are iInInediate from the construction of this
diffeomorphism:

r(O,x,y) == 0 for all x E Zl, Y E Z2,
v(O, x, y) = W2(0, y) is independent 0/ x E Zt. (2.2.12)

The first condition (2.2.12) Ineans that the base ({a} x Zd x Z2 of the wedge
Z transfonns to the base ({ O} X lVI) X lV2 of the wedge W by h. And the second
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t

x

r(t,x,y)

X(l,x,y)

Fig. 2.2: In this way the stretched cone ([0,1) x Zd x {y} transforms to the
~tretched cone {(r,x): r< r(1,x,y), XE W1 } x {v(t,x,y)} under
8.

condition (2.2.12) means that, for any fixed y E Z2, the base ({o} x Zd x {y} of the
stretched cone Zp transfonlls to the base ({ o} x ~Vd x {v (0, x, y)} of the st retched
cone ~Vp. _

It is worth pointing out that if 8 keeps invariant the cone structure of Z elose
to t = 0, Le., given any y E Z2, the stretched cone ([0, 1) x Zd x {y} transforms
to the stretched cone ([O,r(t,x,y)) x ~Vd x {v(t,x,y)}, then the v(t,x,y) will be
independent of both t and x for t E [0,1).

By a. diffeomorphism of the stretched wedges, we shall now mean any diffeo
morphism "8 : .(t, x, y) 1---+ (r, X, v) of a neighborhoocl of Z to a neighborhood of W in
R x sn x IRq, such that "8(Z) = W anel the restriction of 8 to the base of Z preserves
the cone bases.

Fix a diffeOIllorphislll 8of Z ~ w. By the above, both conditions (2.2.12) are
fulfilled.

Lemma 2.2.7 Given any R > 0 and compact sets [(1 C ZI and ](2 C Z2J there
is a constant c > 0 such that

1
c ~ IJ(t,x,y)1 ::;-

c
for all (t,x,y) E [0, R] X [(I X K 2 ,

where J = det ~\::;:;l is the Jacobian 0/8.

Proof. By assumption, the Jacobian Inatrix ~\::;:;l is non-singular near the
compact set [0, R] x [(1 X 1(2. Hence our statement follows by a familiar argument.

o
We now invoke the first condition of (2.2.12) to derive one of two main properties

of h.

Lemma 2.2.8 Assume that !(i is a cOlnpact subset 0/ Zi, for i = 1,2. Then
there al'e an R > 0 and a Coo function Fo in a neighbo1'hood 0/ [0, R] X [(I X [(2,

such that

r( t, x, y) = t eFo(l,x,y) fo1' all (t, x, y) E [0, R] X [(I X [(2.
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Prüof. Indeed, T(O, x, y) = °ilnplies

T(t,X,y) = l ;O(T(Ot,x,y))dO

[laT
= t Jo Eit(8t,x,y)dO.

We are going to set

[I ßr
Fo(t, x, y) = In J

o
Bt (Bt, x, y) dB. (2.2.13)

The only point remaining concerns the behavior of the derivative ~; for t > 0 small
enough. More precisely, our objective is to show that this derivative is bounded
from below by a positive constant.

As the Jacobian matrix

8(T,X,V)
B(t, x, y) (

OT
8t
Qx
8t
8tJ
at

for all (t, x, y) E [0, R] X [(I X [(2.

is non-singular on IR+ x Zl X Z2 and

~:(O, x, y) = 0,
8~(O,x,y)=O

for all x E Zt, y E Z2, we deduce that ~; (0, x, y) f:. 0 for those x and y. Even
~; (0, x, y) > 0, because the IR+-direction is preserved. Hence it follows by tbe
compactness of [(I x [(2 that there are positive constants Rand e such that

ßr 1
e $ Bt (t, x, y) ~ ~

Thus, the function Fo given by (2.2.13) possesses all the desired properties, and
the proof is complete.

D
The same reasoning applies to the cOlnponent v(t, x, y) of 8, when using the

second condition (2.2.12).

Lemma 2.2.9 There exisl a diffe01noTphism v = FI(y) 0/ Z2 -+ ~V2 and a cinjty

/unction F2 on a neighborhood 0/ Z wilh values in IRq, such that

v(t,x,y) = F1(y) + tF2(t,x,y)

Proof. Indeed,

for all (t, x, y) E Z.

[I a
v(t,x,y) = v(O,x,y) + Jo ae(v(Ot,x,y))dO

[I av
= v(O,x,y)+t Jo 75i(Ot,x,y)dB.
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F1(y) = v(O,x,y),
F2(t,x,y) = J~ ~~(Ot,x,y)d(}

(that F1 does not depend on x follows frolll (2.2.12)).
Then both F1 and F2 are Coo functions on a neighborhood of Z with values in

IRq. Moreover, since

8(( {O} x Zd x Z2)

= {(T ( Ü, x, y ), X(Ü, x, y), v (0, x, y)): (x, y) E Z1 X Z2}

= {(O,X(ü,x,y),F1(y)): (x,y) E Zl X Z2}

= ({O} x lVd X lV2

and

(

eFo(O,x,y) 0 0)
~~:,:,vi (O,x,y) = %f(O,x,y) ~(O,x,y) ~(O,x,y) ,

, ,y F2(O,x,y) ° ~(y)

we can assert that F1 is a diffeOillorphisln of Z2 --+ lV2 , as desired.

(2.2.14)

o
The dass of diffeomorphisms we obtained in the course of the proof seems to

be of independent interest.

Lemma 2.2.10 As defined aboveJ the wedge diffeo7norphisms form a group, i.e.,
the composition 0/ any two diiJe7120rphisnts is a diffeomorphism and the inverse to
any diffe01norphism, is a diffe01710rphisnL

Prüof. This is evident by a purely geometrie reasoning. The analytical prüof
is also straightforward.

o

2.2.6 The invariance

Every funetion u E Wi'C: (W) defines a continuous linear functional on C:mp ( int W),
and so is a distribution in the interior of W. For this reason, given any diffeomor
phism 8: Z --+ ~, we may define the pul/-back -g*u = u 0 -g of u under -g in the
usual way. The 6*u is a distribution on int Z, and the question arises whether it
still belongs to W:c:J(Z).

The following result answers this question.

Theorem 2.2.11 Let -g be a diJJeontorphis1n 0/ Z --+ W. Then S"u E Wi';~(Z)
/or any u E Wi'~ (W).
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Proof. By a purely fornlal argUInent, it suffices to prove that if u E W··"Y(W)
vanishes away from a compact subset of W, then S·u E W··"Y(Z). Moreover, because
of interpolation and duality we nlay assulue that s is a non-negative integer.

Fix auE W~~p(W). As S : Z -Jo W is a proper mapping, there are compact

sets [(I C ZI and [(2 C Z2 such that j-I(supp u) C R+ X [(I X [(2. Hence it follows
that the pull-back ;S·u ia supported in lR+ x /(1 X [(2.

Let 8 = (T, x, v), and let R be the nUluber of Lemma 2.2.8. Analysis similar
to that in the proof of Theoreln 1.2.3 shows that there is an A > 0 such that from
(t, x, y) E Z and T( t, x, y) E [0, A) it follows that t E [0, R).

Pick a cut-off function w with a support on [0, A), which is equal to 1 for T ::; a,
where 0 < a < A. Write u = Ul + U2, with UI = wu and U2 = (1 - w)u.

The function U2 E 1-l"(W) is supported away from ([0, a) x Wd x W2 • Since the
invariance of the usual Sobolev spaces is well-known, it follows [rom Lemma 2.1.4
that ;S·U2 E ri"(Z), provided that either u vanishes outside of a compact subset of W
(which is the case) or ;S behaves weIl at the "infinity" of Z. Thus, Proposition 2.1.19
shows that in fact ;S·U2 E W","'1(Z) because ;S·U2 vanishes for t > 0 smaIl enough.

It reinains to prove that ;S·Ul E W","'1(Z). To do this, we shall write u instead
of Ul and assullle that U is supported on ([0, A) x ltVd X W2 •

As FJI...... tj(tDJI)ß = (t71)ßFJI ...... tj and I(t1,)ß I ::; const (ß) for (77) ::; ~, we can assert
that

(2.2.15)

then from the above it follows that

.... 2 ""II O•u !lw-,"Y(Z) "J L-
oo+lol+IßI::;"

f' fa~ (fa~ IF.~" (( tD,)"' D: (tD.)P6·u) 1

2
wlno+lnl+IPIl(t, 'I )d'l) t"dtdx.

(2.2.16)
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On the other hand, applying the chain rule and Lemmas 2.2.8 and 2.2.9 gives

a 
t at (u 08)

a -
8Xi (u 0 8)

a -
t-a (uo8)

Yk

for i = 1, ... ,n and k = 1, ... , q. Therefare,

(tDd OO D~(tD1J)ß (u 08)

= E cC;:,~,:(t,x,y) (TDr)"toD~(TDu)17u) 08,
"YO +hl+1171~oo+101+Iß1

the coefficients cc:,:,~.f being infinitely differentiable near [0, R] X /(1 X /(2'

We now invoke the elementary equality

to rewrite this in the form

(tDdOO D~(tDy)ß (u 08)

= L ((TDrpo D~(TDu)17 (c~:~,f u)) 0 8
"to +hl+I17I~oo+lol+IßI

(2.2.17)

wi th some new COO functions c~:,~,f(T, x, v) defi ned near the support of u. There is

no 10ss of generality in assulning that (c~::~.:) are Coo functions of conlpact support
on the whole wedge W, far if not, we Inodify theIn away from a neighborhood of
suppu.

Ir (TJ) ~ T' then

1 1 (1]) 2«(oo+lol+IßD-ho+lol+I1?D
---- = ---- ---:-:----:-':"""""""":""-:-:---:------:---:~-:-:-

t2(ao+lol+IßI t2(")'o+hl+I1?1 (t (1]) )2«(oo+lol+IßI)-(")'o+hl+111 1)

< 1 1 (7 )2«(oo+lol+IßD-("to+lol+I171)
- a 2«oo+lol+IßI)-ho+hl+1111) t 2ho+hl+1111 ] .

Substituting (2.2.17) to (2.2.16) we thus get

- 2118"ullw~,"'(Z) ::; const L
"to+hl+I1?I~.!

f" J.~ (J.~ IF.-"8· (( T DT )"" D~(T Dv)D (c",,"Y,DU))1
2
w<""+hIWIl(t, 'I )d+ndtdX,

(2.2.18)
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(C-ro,"Y,l1) being Coo functions of cOlllpact support in W.
Having disposed of this prelin-unary step, we can now highlight the main tech

nical idea of the proof.

Lemma 2.2.12 For any compact set J( C [0, A) X W1 X W 2 there is a constant

c > °such that

f' 1.; (J.~ IF.-n( v 0 ;sW w(N)(t, '7 )d'7) t"dtdx

:::; c [0 1.~ (1.~ IFv _ nvl
2 w(N)(r, '7)d'7) r"drdx (2.2.19)

for all v E C:mp(W) with support in J(.

Assuming this estimate, we show how to complete the proof of the theorem. To
this end, apply Lemma 2.2.12 to each function

v = ('r Dr po D~( T Dv )l1 (c,.o,"Y,I1 U)

on the fight-hand side of (2.2.18) and N = ,0 + 1,1 + 1191. (That (2.2.19) is valid for
v of finite snl0othness, can be seen by a passage to the linlit.) This yields

- 2 '""lI S*ullw•."/(z) ::; C LJ
1'o+hl+It7I~"

faoo k~ (J..~ IFV-n (r D, )~o D~(r Dv)~ (e..,o.~.~u) 1

2
wbo+hlWIl (r, '7 )d'7) r"drdx·

By Theorem 2.2.4, every summand on the right-hand siele here is majorized by
a multiple of Ilull~.,"/(w), with a constant depending only on (Cro,"Y,1?). Summarizing
we see that

Ill*ullw.,"/(z) ::; c IlullwI,,,/(w),
the constant c being independent of u provided u is supported in a fixed compaet
subset of [0, A) x lVI x 10\12 , This is the desired eonclusion.

o
Thus, the theorem will be proved onee we prove Lemma 2.2.12.
Proof of Lemma 2.2.12. The proof lies beyond the range of the paper. This

is a standard result on the L2-boundedness of pseudodifferential operators. We
refer the reader to Calderon and Vaillancourt [4], Coifman and ~1eyer [6], Kato
[12], Kumano-go [13], Beals [1], Cordes [7], Hwang [11], Hunt, ~1uckenhoupt anel
Wheeden [10], Coiflnan and FefTennan [5] and others.

o

2.3 Sobolev Spaces on a Manifold with Edges

We now turn to the weighted Sobolev spaees on arbitrary manifolds with edge-like
singularities.
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2.3.1 ManiJolds with edges

To be short, we begin with adefinition.
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Definition 2.3.1 By a 1nanifold wilh edges, we mean a topological (second co
untable) llausdorlJ space ~V with an exceptional set Y C W ("singularities") such
that

• Y is a compact manifold of di7nension q 2:: 1,.

• ~V \ Y is an (1 + n + q)-di17wnsional manifold;

• for each point y E Y there exist a neighborhood N in ~V and a homeomorphism
4> : N -+ (lot:: x v, for X a c07npact manifold of dimension n and V an open

subset ofJRq, such that 4> restriets to diffeomorphis1ns ofN\ Y -+ (0,1) x X x U

and N n Y -+ f~1~; x U.

We may easily generalize the nation of Inanifolds wi th edges by allowing Y
to he the disjoint union of e0111pOnents of different diluensions. This causes trivial
modifieations of our eonsiderations. For silnilar reasons, there is no loss of generality
in assuluing that Y is eonneeted. Then the eone hases X(vd anel X(V2) for different
VI, V2 E Y are diffeomorphic. Henee we Inay silnply talk about X.

We may always think of X clnbedded to the unit sphere SN for N large enough,
even for N = 11 if we consider loeal elnbeddings. Ir it is the case, the product
O~I xX; X U is identified with the Inodel wedge {..\p: ..\ E [0,1), pE X} x U in the

o VI0US way.

Dur next goal is to deternline a "wedge slructure" on W elose to each point
V E Y.

Given any two diffeOIll0rphisl11S

4>1 : N \ Y -+ (0, 1) x X X VI,
4>2 : N \ Y -+ (0, 1) x X x V2,

the composition 4>2 0 4>1 1 is a diffeomorphislu of (0, 1) x X -+ (0,1) x X XVI -+

(0,1) x X -+ (0, 1) x X XU2 • \Ve say that 4>1 and 4>2 are equivalent if 4>2 04>11 is the
restriction of some diffeomorphism (-1, 1) x X X VI -+ (-1, 1) x X X U2 •

The system of the equivalence elasses of such difTeolTIorphisms, when v varies
over Y, is regarded as apart of the structure of lV \ Y near Y. It is kept fixed and
determines the "wedge struclu1'e" on Hf elose ta v E Y via the loeal R+ action on
(t,x,y) E (0,1) x X x V, i.e., ..\(t,x,y) = (..\t,x,y) for all..\ E lR.+ with..\t E (0,1).

Note that IV is no lllanifold near Y, unless the base of the model cone is the
sphere sn. Nevertheless we will talk about 111anifolds with edges because the analysis
takes place on ~V \ Y.
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2.3.2 Stretched manifolds

The analysis on a manifold with edges has always referred to the corresponding
"stretched manifold."

Proposition 2.3.2 For any manifold ~V with edge Y there is a smooth manifold
with boundary W such that

1) W \ Y is diffeomorphic to W \ aw,. and

2) there is a neighborhood N oJ Y in IV and a collar neighborhood N ~ aw x
[0,1) 0/ aw in W such that N \ Y is diffe01norphic to aw x (0, 1).

Praof. \·Ve construct W by replacing, for every singularity v, the neighborhood
N in Definition 2.3.1 by (0, 1) x X x U via gluing with any one of the diffeomorphisms
4>. We even get aw = UvEyXv , the subscript v pointing to the dependence of X on
v.

o
This manifold W is called the "stretched object" associated with W.

Example 2.3.3 ASSUITIe that !( is a Inanifold with conical singularities, and U
is an open subset of IRq. Then IV = !( x U is a lTIanifold with edges, and we have
W = K x U.

o

The important point to note here is the form of the transition diffeomorphisms
elose to the boundary of the manifold W. By definition, every point of aw has a
neighborhood N in W, which is diffeOITIOrphic to IR+ x ]Rn X Rq. If

q.,': N' -+ R+ x Rn X fi9,
4>": Nil -+ lR+ X Rn X Rq

are two such diffeomorphisITIS, then the composition 4>' 0 (q.,")-l is a diffeomorphism
of 4>"(N' nNil) -+ tj>'(N' nNil) of the form

(t,x,y) t-+ (i(t,X,y),X(t,x,y),v(t,x,y)),

where
i(O,X,y)=Ü,
v(O, x, y) does not depend on x.

To see this, we recall that t and x enter the function v only througb tbe aggregate
tp(x), where p(x) E SN.
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2.3.3 Definition of Sobolev spaces
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Assume that ~v is a eOlupact luallifold of dinlellsion 1 + n + q with edges, and W is
the corresponding "stretched object."

The definition of weighted Sobolev spaces W"·"Y(W) is based, as usually, on the
standard localization procedure.

By the definition of W, each interior point of W has a neighborhood which is
diffeomorphic to lR 1+n +q

• And every point of aw possesses a neighborhood which is
diffeomorphic to lR+ x Rn X Rq.

Since W is compact, there exists a finite covering {NIJ } of W by open subsets
each of them lies in a coordinate patch on W. It follows that, for N'IJ n aw = 0,
we have a diffeomorphism 4>1J : NIJ ~ lR1+n+q

• If N IJ n aw =1= 0, then we have a
diffeomorphislu 4>1J : NIJ ~ IR+ x Rn X Rq.

Let {<pIJ} be a Coo parti tion of UD ity on W subordinated to t he covering {NIJ }.
As expected, given any s, I E IR, the space W"·"Y(W) is defined to consist of all

distri bu t ions u in the interior of W sueh that, for every v, the product (<py u) 0 4>-;;1
belongs to either H"{R l+n+ q

), if Nf,lnDK = 0, or W"·"Y(IR+ x !Rn X Rq), if NIJ nBIK "# 0.

Proposition 2.3.4 As defincd above, the spaee W""'Y(W) is independent 0/ the
partieu/ar ehoiee 0/ the eovering {NIJ }, dilJe01norphis1ns {<PIJ}, and the partition 0/
unity {<pIJ}.

Proof. Let
T' = {N~, 4>~, <p~},

T" = {N" ,/.." ll'J"}f,I' 'Pf,I' TIJ
be two tripies as above.

We introduce the tenlporary notation W"....,'(W, T') 01' W""(W, T") for the space
W··'(W) corresponding to either tri pie. \Ve shall have established the proposition
if we prove the following: if tl E W"·'(W, T'), then u E W"·I'{W, T").

To this end, pick auE W",I'{W, T'). Given any nUluber v, write

(I'~u) 0 (q?~)-l = (I'~ (~I'~) u) 0 (q?~rl

= L (q)~ 0 (q)~)-1). ((<p~~~) u) 0 (<p~)-I.
J.J

The task is now to show that every sUDlmand on the right-hand side here is in
H"(IR1+n+q), if N~/naIK = 0, or in W"·'(IR.+ x IRn x IRq), if N~'naIK =1= 0. vVe give the
proof only for the latter case, i.e., when N~' n BIK "# 0. Similar considerations apply
to the first case, and will only refer to the invariance of the usual Sobolev spaces.

We can certainly assuille that N~ n N~' =1= 0, because otherwise ~~<P~ == 0 and
so the corresponding (zero!) SUITIllland is obviously in W"·I'(R+ X IRn X IRq).

Suppose that N~ n BK = 0. By condition, ((<p~ep~) u) 0 (4)~) -I belongs to

H:omp{RI+n+q). As 4>~ 0 {q)~)-1 is a diffeOITIOrphislu of

(IR+ X IRn
X Rq) n 4>~ (N~ n N~') ~ R1+n+q,
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it follows that the pull-back of (().?~).?~) ti) 0 (4)~) -1 under this diffeomorphism be

longs to H:omp(IR+ X Rn X IRq). Applying LeInma 2.1.4 and Proposition 2.1.19 we
cau assert that

as desired.
It remains to consider the case when N; n aw =j:. 0. By condition, the function

((c.p~ c.p~) u) 0 (4)~) -1 belongs to W.,·")' (R+ X lRn x IRq). Moreover, it vanishes away

from a compact subset of IR+ XRn X IRq. Since 4>~ 0 (cP~)-l is a diffeomorphism of

it follows from Theorem 2.2.11 that the pull-back of ((c.p~c.p~) u) 0 (4)~) -1 under this

diffeomorphism belongs to W","Y(IR+ X IRn X ]Rq). This completes the proof.
o

Another way of stating Proposition 2.3.4 is to say that these weighted Sobolev
spaces make sense on a manifold with conical singularities.

The space W""")'(W), when endowed with the norm

lI u llw','Y(W)

=(L 11(c.pvu)o4>;II1~"'Y(a+XIlnXllq)+ L Il(c.pvU)O<P;lll~'(kI+n+q»)t,
:N!.'n&W#;0 11: N!.'n&W;;;;0

is a Banach space anel even a Hilbert space.
Moreover, analysis sin1ilar to that in the proof of Proposition 2.3.4 shows that

the norm 11 . 11w','Y(w) is independent, up to an equivalent norm, of the particular
choice of the covering {Nil}' diffeOll1orphislllS {<Pli}, and the partition of unity {'Pli}'

2.3.4 Properties

The spaces W"''')'(W) have actually the same properties as the weighted Sobolev
spaces on a wedge of Subsection 2.1.8.

2.4 Sobolev Sections of Vector Bundles

From now on we assulne that 1-\1 is a C0l11pact 111anifold of dimension 1+n +q with
an q-dimensional edge Y. As above, we denote by W the corresponding stretched
manifold.
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2.4.1 Sections 0/ vector bundles
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Let B be a differentiable C-vector bundle of rank k over W, or, more concisely,
1r: B -+ W.

By a(B) we denote the vector space of all sections of B, that is, all mappings
u : W -+ B such that the cOluposition tru gives the identity luapping of W. In other
words u maps a point p E W into the fiber Bp of the bundle B over this point.

Locally each section of B is represented by a vector-function on an open subset
of either the space R I +n+9 or the subspace IR+ X Rn X R9 with values in Ck • How
does this happen?

We suppose that N is SOIlle coordinate neighborhood on W Qver which B is
trivial, and let t: BLv -+ N x Ck be this trivialization. For u E a(B), the
composition

N ~ BIN~ N x Ck ~ Ck

defines a vector-fllnction UN : N -+ Ck that is called the representation of u in N.
Let NI and N2 be SOllle coordinate neighborhoods on W with NI nN2 i= 0, and

let B be trivialover these neighborhoods with trivializations t l and t'J respectively.
Then the representations UI and U2 of the section u in NI and N2 are connected in
the intersection NI nN'J hy llleans of the equality U2 = t 2I U I' Here t2I : NI nN2 -+

GL(k, C) are the transition lllatrices for the bundle B induced by the mapping
t2tli : (NI n N2 ) x Ck -+ (NI n N 2 ) X Ck

•

The smoothness of the transi tion matrices is detenuined by the smoothness
of the bundle B so an analysis of differentiability properties of seetions of vector
bundles is reduced to an investigation of such properties for their local representa
tions. Moreover, in each neighborhood it is sufficient to limit oneself to some one
representation.

The use of local representations also gives a way to define a topology in spaces
of differentiable sections of B. We shall illustrate this by the example of weighted
Sobolev sections of B.

2.4.2 Definition

The definition of weighted Sobolev spaces W",1'(W, B) is based, as usually, on the
standard localization procedure.

Fix a finite coordinate covering {Nv } of the manifold W, such that B is trivial
over each Nv. Pick also SOllle trivializations tv : BIN~ -+ Nv x Ck for the restrietions
of B.

Let {'Pv} be a Coo partition of unity on W subordinated to the covering {Nv}.
Given any section u E a( B), denote by U v the representation of u in Nv • For

every v, the product c.pyU V is a \\'ell-defined function on W with values in Ck •

Let S, I E R. The space W",1'(W, B) is defined to consist of all sections u E a(B)
such that, for every 11, the product cpyUV belongs to W",'Y(W)k (the direct surn of k
copies of W",1' (W)).
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Proposition 2.4.1 As dcfined above, the space W"·"Y(W, B) is independent 0/
the partieu/ar ehoice 0/ the eovering {Nv }, trivializations {t v }, and the partition 0/
unity {'Pv}.

Proof. Let
T' = {N~, t~, 'P~},

T" = {N" t" ul'}v' v' TV

be two tripies as above.
We introduee the telnporary notation W"·"Y(W, B, T') or W","Y(W, B, T") for the

space W"·"Y(W, B) corresponding to either tripie. We shall have established the
proposition if we prove that u E W··"Y(W, B, T') implies u E W"·"Y(W, B, T").

To this end, pick auE W"·"Y(W, B, T'). Given any number v, write

Sinee u~ = t~ (t~) -1 u~ in a neigltborhood of supp 'P~ n supp 'P~, we get

(2.4.1 )

By assulnption, every product cp~u~ belangs to W·'''Y(W). As multiplication by
functions of Cl~(W) is a eontinuous operator in W","Y(W) (see Subseetion 2.3.4), it
follows that every sUIllmand on the fight-hand side of (2.4.1) is in W··"Y(W).

Hence u E W"·"Y(W, B, T"), which is the desired eonclusion.
o

The spaee W··"Y(W, B), when endowed with the scalar pfoduct

(u, v) = L ('Pv uv, 'Pv vvhv',"\'(W)k,
V

(2.4.2)

is a Hilbert spaee. Again this Bilbert structure doesn't depend, up to an equivalent
norm, on the eonerete ehoiee of the covering {Arv}, tri vializations {t v}, and the
partition of unity {'Pv}.

Dur next theoreln yields infonnation about the dual of W","Y(W, B).

Proposition 2.4.2 For a1lY S, I E IR, it follows that

top.
W","Y(W, B)' ~ W-"·-"Y(W, B'),

B' being the dual veetor bundle 0/ B.

Proof. This is an inunediate consequence of the corresponding Ioeal result
given in Proposition 2.1.17.

o



2.4 Sobolev Sections oE Vector Bundles

2.4.3 Rellich Theorem

65

For weighted Sobolev spaces of sections of a vector bundle B over W the Rellich
Theorem remains valid in full generality.

Theorem 2.4.3 1/ W is c01npact, then the emhedding

is compact provided that SI< 82 and 1'1 < 1'2.

Proof. See Behm [2, Theorem 3.3.2.4].
o
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